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2 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakPrefaceKre��n space operator theory has long been a principal area of research in easternmathematics, and it is now enjoying a surge of interest in western countries aswell. The present lectures survey some recent methods and results which centeraround factorization properties of operators. Topics include the geometry of Kre��nspaces, Pontryagin spaces, isometric operators, contractions, dilation and extensionproblems, reproducing kernel spaces, operator colligations, de�nitizable operators,and invariant subspaces.Factorization ideas lead to notions of defect and Julia operators, which are toolsfor reducing the study of general operators to the isometric and unitary cases, whereHilbert space methods can often be used. Connections with interpolation theoryand reproducing kernel spaces are explored. Factorization of selfadjoint operatorsalso has applications in spectral theory and invariant subspace problems.It is not possible to represent the �eld in six lectures, and the selection oftopics is based on a particular viewpoint. Roughly, the viewpoint is that Kre��nspaces provide a natural setting for operator theory. We assume Hilbert spaces orPontryagin spaces only when there is some reason for it. Insights into the Hilbertspace case come out of this approach, which separates the e�ects of positivityof vectors and positivity of operators. Connections between operator and spatialpositivity then arise in the form of index formulas. Hilbert space methods �nd newapplications in this approach, and operator theory is enriched by concepts whichoriginate from the inde�niteness of inner products.The list of omitted topics is long. For example, we do not discuss mappingsof operator spheres and domains of holomorphy, connections with univalent func-tions, commutant lifting, interpolation theory, or complementation theory for Kre��nspaces. Our bibliography is likewise limited, and we regret omissions. On any topic,the bibliography needs to be supplemented from the usual sources. Authoritativeliterature notes may be found in the books of Azizov and Iokhvidov [1989], Bogn�ar[1974], and Iokhvidov, Kre��n and Langer [1982].Two other lecture series in this work complement our account. Systems aspectsare treated in the lectures of M. A. Kaashoek on State-Space Theory of RationalMatrix Functions and Applications. Applications to di�erential operators and re-lated topics such as operator polynomials are covered in the lectures of Aad Dijksmaand Heinz Langer on Operator Theory and Ordinary Di�erential Operators.We thank Peter Lancaster and the Program Committee for inviting us to con-tribute this series of lectures. We also thank The Fields Institute for their support,e�cient organization, and hospitality. Both authors are supported by the NationalScience Foundation.



Introduction: Preliminaries and Notation 3Introduction:Preliminaries and NotationA. PrerequisitesA Hilbert space is a strictly positive inner product space H over the complexnumbers which is complete in its norm metric. We also include separability inthe axioms for a Hilbert space. Some familiarity with Hilbert spaces and operatortheory is presumed. Otherwise the material covered in a �rst year graduate courseof analysis is su�cient background. For example, see Halmos [1951] and Rudin[1974]. B. Inner product spacesAs we use the term, an inner product space is a complex vector space Htogether with a complex-valued function h�; �i = h�; �iH on H � H which satis�esthese axioms:(1) (linearity) haf + bg; hi = a hf; hi+ b hg; hi for all f; g; h 2 H and a; b 2 C;(2) (symmetry) hf; gi = hg; fi for all f; g 2 H.The function h�; �i is called an inner product. By the antispace of an inner prod-uct space (H; h�; �i) we mean the inner product space (H;�h�; �i). Suppressing innerproducts, we sometimes write �H for the antispace of an inner product space H.Thus h�; �i�H = �h�; �iH:In any inner product space H, we use the notions of subspace, orthogonality,and direct sum in the same manner as for Hilbert spaces. For example, vectors fand g in an inner product space H are called orthogonal if hf; gi = 0: Elementaryproperties which follow as in the Hilbert space case are taken for granted.An inner product h�; �i on H is said to be nondegenerate if the only vector f inH such that hf; gi = 0 for all vectors g 2 H is f = 0. In applications, this is usuallya consequence of stronger assumptions. For example, Hilbert spaces, Pontryaginspaces, and Kre��n spaces (de�ned below) are nondegenerate inner product spaces.An inner product h�; �i on H is said to be(1) positive if hf; fi � 0 for all f 2 H,(2) negative if hf; fi � 0 for all f 2 H,(3) de�nite if it is either positive or negative,(4) inde�nite if it is neither positive nor negative, and(5) neutral if it is both positive and negative (and hence the inner product isidentically zero by the polarization identity).A positive (negative) inner product is called strictly positive (strictly negative)if hf; fi = 0 only for f = 0. These terms are applied to the space H as well as theinner product. They are also applied to subspacesM of H if the restriction of theinner product has the corresponding property.



4 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakThe term operator always refers to a linear transformation. A complex number� is identi�ed with the operator of multiplication by �; the identity operator on aspace H is denoted 1 or 1H. We write dom A and ran A for the domain and rangeof an operator A.Two inner product spaces (H; h�; �iH) and (K; h�; �iK) are called isomorphic ifthere is a one-to-one operator A from H onto K such that hAf;AgiK = hf; giH forall f; g 2 H. Such an operator A is said to be an isomorphism.C. Kre��n spaces and fundamental decompositionsThe de�nition of a Kre��n space is made in such a way that the class of Kre��nspaces includes all Hilbert spaces, antispaces of Hilbert spaces, and is closed underthe formation of orthogonal direct sums. It is the smallest such class of innerproduct spaces.De�nition. (1) By a Kre��n space we mean an inner product space H whichcan be expressed as an orthogonal direct sumH = H+ �H�; (0.1)where H+ is a Hilbert space and H� is the antispace of a Hilbert space. Any suchrepresentation is called a fundamental decomposition of the space.(2) Given a Kre��n space H and fundamental decomposition (0:1), by jHj we meanthe Hilbert space obtained from (0:1) by replacing H� by its antispace jH�j = �H�:jHj = H+ � jH�j: (0.2)The Hilbert space norm k�k = k�kjHj is called a norm for the Kre��n space H.In this situation, the operator JH de�ned on H byJHf = f+ � f�whenever f = f+ + f� with f� 2 H� is called a fundamental symmetry orsignature operator for the space. The relationship between the Kre��n space(H; h�; �iH)and the Hilbert space (jHj; h�; �ijHj)is that H and jHj coincide as vector spaces andhf; gijHj = hJHf; giH and hf; giH = hJHf; gijHjfor any vectors f and g.Hilbert spaces and antispaces of Hilbert spaces are Kre��n spaces. Excludingthese cases, a Kre��n space has in�nitely many fundamental decompositions andtherefore in�nitely many associated Hilbert spaces jHj and norms k�k = k�kjHj. Wecompare these structures for two fundamental decompositions.



Introduction: Preliminaries and Notation 5Theorem. Let H be a Kre��n space with two fundamental decompositionsH = H+ � H� and H = H0+ �H0�: (0.3)De�ne X 2 L(H+;H0+) by Xf+ = f 0+; f+ 2 H+;if f+ = f 0+ + f 0�; f 0� 2 H0�. De�ne Y 2 L(jH�j; jH0�j) byY f� = f 0�; f� 2 jH�j;if f� = f 0+ + f 0�; f 0� 2 H0�. Then X and Y are one-to-one and onto.Proof. Let us show that X has a closed graph. For any z 2 H, the mappingf ! hf; ziH is a continuous linear functional on H+ and on H0+. If fn = gn + hn,where fn 2 H+, gn 2 H0+, and hn 2 H0� for all n � 1, and if fn ! f in H+and gn ! g in H0+, then fn � gn ? H0+ in the inner product of H for all n � 1,and so f � g ? H0+ in the inner product of H. In other words, f = g + h withh = f � g 2 H0�. It follows that the graph of X is closed, and so X is continuousby the closed graph theorem.Suppose that f+ 2 H+ and f+ = f 0+ + f 0� with f 0� 2 H0�. Sincehf+; f+iH+ = 
f 0+; f 0+�H0+ + 
f 0�; f 0��H0� � 
f 0+; f 0+�H0+ ;kXf+k � kf+k. Therefore X is one-to-one and has closed range.The range ofX is all of H0+. For suppose that h belongs to H0+ and is orthogonalto the range of X. Let f+ 2 H+ and f+ = f 0+ + f 0� with f 0� 2 H0�. Then h isorthogonal to both f 0+ = Xf+ and f 0�, and so h is orthogonal to f+. Thereforeh 2 H� and hh; hiH0+ = hh; hiH� � 0, and so h = 0. We have now shown that X isone-to-one and onto.The assertions for Y may be deduced similarly or by applying what we justproved to the antispace of H. �Corollary 1. If H is a Kre��n space, the numbersind� H = dim H�do not depend on the choice of decomposition (0:1).We call ind�H the positive and negative indices of the space. A Pontryaginspace is a Kre��n space H with ind� H <1.Corollary 2. Let H be a Kre��n space with two fundamental decompositions(0:3) and associated Hilbert spacesjHj = H+ � jH�j and jHj0 = H0+ � jH0�j: (0.4)Then jHj and jHj0 have equivalent norms, that is, there exist m > 0 and M > 0such that m kfkjHj � kfkjHj0 �M kfkjHj (0.5)for all f 2 H. Hence the norm topologies of the Hilbert spaces (0:4) are identical.



6 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakProof. Represent an arbitrary vector f in H in the form f = f++f� = f 0++f 0�;where f� 2 H� and f 0� 2 H0�. If X;Y are the operators of the theorem, thenf+ = Xf+ + (1�X)f+;f� = (1� Y )f� + Y f�;where Xf+; (1� Y )f� 2 H0+ and (1�X)f+; Y f� 2 H0�. It follows thatf 0+ = Xf+ + (1� Y )f�;f 0� = (1�X)f+ + Y f�:Similar relations hold with the roles of the fundamental decompositions reversed,and we obtain (0.5) for suitable constants m and M . �De�nition. The strong topology of a Kre��n space H is the norm topology ofany Hilbert space (0:2) associated with a fundamental decomposition (0:1) for H.Notions of convergence and continuity are understood to be with respect to thestrong topology unless otherwise stated.The closed graph theorem holds for Kre��n spaces: an everywhere de�ned lineartransformation on a Kre��n space H into a Kre��n space K is continuous if it has aclosed graph. The proof is simply the observation that the strong topology of aKre��n space is a Hilbert space topology, and the closed graph theorem is true forHilbert spaces.The Riesz representation theoremholds for any Kre��n spaceH: every continuouslinear functional L on H has the formLf = hf; gi ; f 2 H;for a unique g 2 H. D. ExampleDe�ne the Minkowski space Mn+1 as the set of (n+ 1)-dimensional columnvectors c = 0BBB@c1...cn1CCCAwith complex entries. Typographically, it is easier to write c = (c1; : : : ; cn; )t,using a superscript t to indicate a matrix transpose. Given two elements a =(a1; : : : ; an; �)t and b = (b1; : : : ; bn; �)t of the space, de�ne their inner product byha; biMn+1 = a1�b1 + � � � + an�bn � ���:Then Mn+1 is a Kre��n space with ind+Mn+1 = n and ind�Mn+1 = 1. If werepresent operators on the space as matrices in the usual way, then a fundamentalsymmetry for the space is given byJMn+1 = �In 00 �1� ;where In is the identity matrix of order n. Then jMn+1j = Cn+1 in the Euclideanmetric.



Introduction: Preliminaries and Notation 7
Figure 1

H+H� H0� H0+
One fundamental decompositionH = H+�H� of the spaceM2 is obtained withH+ equal to the span of (1; 0)t and H� equal to the span of (0; 1)t. A second canbe chosen, for example, with the spans of (4; 1)t and (1; 4)t, as shown in �gure 1.In �gure 1, the shaded region represents all vectors f such that hf; fi � 0 (negativecone), the light region all vectors f such that hf; fi � 0 (positive cone).Figure 1 is actually a 2-dimensional slice of a 4-dimensional space. A similar�gure for M3 can also be visualized. In this case, the \negative" part of the spaceis a solid cone. This method of visualization is common in approaches that featureapplications, such as Hassibi, Sayed, and Kailath [1994], and relativity texts.E. Books and expositionsStandard sources on inde�nite inner product spaces are Andô [1979], Azizovand Iokhvidov [1989], Bogn�ar [1974], and Iokhvidov, Kre��n, and Langer [1982].The �nite-dimensional case is treated in Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman [1983].Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990] also include some introductory material.



8 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyak
Lecture 1:Kre��n Spaces and OperatorsKey ideas:� Kre��n spaces are treated like Hilbert spaces, with the same notation used forgeometric concepts and classes of operators, including selfadjoint operators,projections, and isometries.� The focus is on unique objects (strong topology, inner product, operators),and we de-emphasize nonunique ones (fundamental decompositions, norms).The geometry of Kre��n spaces has many similarities with the Hilbert space casebut also some important di�erences such as the presence of negative subspaces.It is convenient to study Kre��n space geometry concurrently with basic classesof operators, including selfadjoint operators, projections, and isometries. In thislecture we introduce the main classes of operators and show their relationship tothe geometry of Kre��n spaces.Kre��n spaces and their strong topologies have already been de�ned in xC ofthe Introduction. Underlying spaces throughout are assumed to be Kre��n spaces ifnothing further is stated. By L(H;K) we mean the space of continuous operators onH to K. Set L(H) = L(H;H). For every A 2 L(H;K) there is a unique A� 2 L(K;H)such that hAf; giK = hf;A�giH; f 2 H; g 2 K:We call A� the adjoint of A. The existence of the adjoint follows from the Rieszrepresentation theorem, and elementary properties are immediate as in the Hilbertspace case. For example, when the operations are de�ned,(A+B)� = A� +B�; (AB)� = B�A�:The space L(H;K) has the structure of a Banach space depending on choicesof fundamental decompositions H = H+ � H� and K = K+ � K� and associatedfundamental symmetries JH and JK. Let k�kjHj and k�kjKj be the norms for the cor-responding Hilbert spaces jHj = H+ � jH�j and jKj = K+ � jK�j. Our notation forfundamental symmetries and associated Hilbert spaces follows xC of the Introduc-tion. Then L(H;K) coincides with L(jHj; jKj). We call the norm k�k of L(jHj; jKj)an operator norm for L(H;K). For any A 2 L(H;K),j hAf; giKj � kAk kfkjHj kgkjKj ; f 2 H; g 2 K:Any two operator norms for L(H;K) are equivalent, and we thus obtain a uniqueuniform topology for L(H;K). Strong and weak operator topologies forL(H;K) are similarly de�ned from the corresponding Hilbert space notions.



Lecture 1: Kre��n Spaces and Operators 9The Kre��n space and Hilbert space concepts of adjoint are related. ViewingA 2 L(H;K) as an element of L(jHj; jKj) as above, we write A� 2 L(jKj; jHj) for theHilbert space adjoint. Then A� = JHA�JK. For if f 2 H and g 2 K, thenhAf; giK = hJKAf; gijKj = 
f;A�JKg�jHj = 
f; JHA�JKg�H:In particular, kA�k = kAk for any A 2 L(H;K) and any operator norm on L(H;K).We say that(1) A 2 L(H) is selfadjoint if A� = A;(2) A 2 L(H) is a projection if A is selfadjoint and A2 = A;(3) A 2 L(H;K) is isometric if A�A = 1H;(4) A 2 L(H;K) is partially isometric if AA�A = A;(5) A 2 L(H;K) is unitary if both A and A� are isometric;(6) A 2 L(H;K) is a contraction if A�A � 1H;(7) A 2 L(H;K) is a bicontraction if both A and A� are contractions.The de�nition of a contraction in part (6) uses the partial ordering of selfadjointoperators. The selfadjoint operators on H are partially ordered by writing A � 0 ifhAf; fi � 0; f 2 H:Then A � B means that B�A � 0. A selfadjoint operatorA is said to be positiveor negative according as A � 0 or A � 0.An operator A 2 L(H;K) is a contraction if and only ifhAf;AfiK � hf; fiH; f 2 H:An operator A 2 L(H;K) is unitary if and only if it is an isomorphism between theKre��n spaces H and K.Theorem 1.1 (Bogn�ar-Kr�amli Factorization) Let H be a Kre��n space. Anyselfadjoint operator A 2 L(H) can be written in the formA = DD�;where D 2 L(D;H) for some Kre��n space D and ker D = f0g.Proof. Let JH be a fundamental symmetry forH and jHj the associatedHilbertspace. Since A = A� = JHA�JH, AJH is selfadjoint as an element of L(jHj). Itspolar decomposition has the formAJH = RU = UR;where R is a nonnegative operator in L(jHj) and U is a partial isometry in L(jHj)with initial and �nal space equal to ran R. In fact, U is also selfadjoint, andD = ran Ris a Kre��n space with signature operator JD = U ��D: De�ne D 2 L(D;H) byDf = R1=2f; f 2 D:A short calculation shows that D� = UR1=2JH; and soDD� = R1=2UR1=2JH = AJHJH = A:By construction, D has zero kernel. �



10 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakIf M is a subspace of a Kre��n space H, its orthogonal companion is de�nedby M? = fg : g 2 H and hf; gi = 0 for all f 2Mg :For any subspacesM and N of H,(1) M?? =M,(2) (M+N)? =M? \N?,(3) if M and N are closed, then (M \N)? =M? +N?;(4) M = H if and only if M? = f0g.The bars indicate closure. The assertions can be deduced from the Hilbert spacecase by choosing a fundamental symmetry JH, and then noting thatM? coincideswith the orthogonal complement of JHM in the corresponding Hilbert space jHj.The term \orthogonal complement" forM? is avoided, because the projectiontheorem fails in general for Kre��n spaces. For a Hilbert space H; the projectiontheorem asserts that the relation H =M �M? (1.1)holds for any closed subspaceM of H. An example where (1.1) fails is the spanMof the vector �11�in the Minkowski spaceM2 (Introduction, xD). If (1.1) holds for a closed subspaceM of a Kre��n space H, we also call M? the orthogonal complement of M.Every closed subspace M of a Kre��n space H has a closed complement: bythis we mean a closed subspace N of H such thatH =M+N and M \N = f0g:This is proved by choosing a fundamental decomposition for H and taking N to bethe Hilbert space orthogonal complement of M in the associated space jHj. ThenM and N are orthogonal relative to the Hilbert space inner product but generallynot in the Kre��n space inner product. A closed subspace M of a Kre��n space Htypically has in�nitely many closed complements. It is an important problem toidentify those subspaces which have orthogonal complements, that is, for which(1.1) holds.De�nition 1.2 By a Kre��n subspace of a Kre��n space H we mean a subspaceM of H which is itself a Kre��n space in the inner product of H, that is,hf; giM = hf; giH; f; g 2M:In the literature, these are called regular subspaces. For an example, let Mbe a �nite-dimensional subspace of H spanned by the linearly independent vectorse1; : : : ; en. ThenM is a Kre��n subspace of H if and only if the Gram matrixG(e1; : : : ; en) = �hej ; ekiH�nj;k=1is invertible. Hint for the proof: put the Gram matrix in diagonal form.



Lecture 1: Kre��n Spaces and Operators 11The next result shows that Kre��n space projections are similar to Hilbert spaceprojections, but the geometry applies only to Kre��n subspaces.Theorem 1.3 If M is a subspace of a Kre��n space H, the following assertionsare equivalent:(1) M is a Kre��n subspace;(2) H =M�M?;(3) M is the range of a projection operator P .In this caseM is closed and the strong topology ofM viewed as a Kre��n space in theinner product of H coincides with the restriction of the strong topology of H to M.We often denote the projection of a Kre��n space H onto a Kre��n subspace Mby PrM .Proof of Theorem 1.3. (3) ) (1) Let M = ran P , where P 2 L(H) is aprojection. Use the Bogn�ar-Kr�amli factorization to write P = DD�, where D 2L(D;H) and kerD = f0g. Since P 2 = P ,DD�DD� = DD�:Since D has zero kernel, D� has dense range, and therefore DD�D = D andD�D = 1. It follows that D preserves inner products and M = ran DD� = ran D.Now (1) follows because by what we have shown, D is an isomorphism from theKre��n space D onto M in the inner product of H. Notice that M = ran D is aclosed subspace of H because D has a left inverse.(2)) (3) If (2) holds, then every h 2 H has a unique representation h = f + gwith f 2 M and g 2 M?. The relation Ph = f de�nes an operator P 2 L(H)by the closed graph theorem. Using (2), we verify that P is a projection. ClearlyM = ran P , and so (3) follows.The proof will be completed later. �Recall the classi�cation of subspaces in xB of the Introduction: A subspaceM of a Kre��n space H is positive, negative, de�nite, inde�nite, neutral, strictlypositive, or strictly negative if the restriction of the inner product of H to Mhas the corresponding property. These notions are illustrated for the space M2 in�gure 2. SubspacesM0 in the boundary of the shaded region in �gure 2 are neutral.Subspaces M� in the shaded region are negative (strictly negative when they arenot on the boundary). SubspacesM+ in the unshaded region are positive (strictlypositive when they are not on the boundary).De�nition 1.4 Let H be a Kre��n space with norm k�k. A subspace M of H iscalled uniformly positive if there is a number � > 0 such thathf; fi � � kfk2 ; f 2M:We say that M is uniformly negative if there is a number � > 0 such thathf; fi � �� kfk2 ; f 2M:These notions are independent of the choice of norm.A closed subspaceM of a Kre��n spaceH is uniformly positive if and only if it is aHilbert space in the inner product of H. The necessity part of this assertion is clear.Conversely, suppose that M is a Hilbert space in the inner product of H. Denotethis Hilbert spaceM1. LetM2 beM in any norm of H. The identity mapping from



12 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyak
Figure 2

H+H� M� M0M+
M2 to M1 is bounded and hence continuous. By the open mapping theorem, theinverse mapping is also bounded, and therefore M is uniformly positive. Similarremarks apply to uniformly negative subspaces.A subspace is said to be maximal with respect to some property if it has theproperty and is not properly contained in another subspace which has the property.For example, a maximal positive subspace is a positive subspace M of H which isnot properly contained in another positive subspace of H. For \positive" we cansubstitute \negative," \uniformly positive," and so forth.De�nition 1.5 (Graph representation of a de�nite subspace) Let H be aKre��n space with fundamental decomposition H = H+ � H�, and let M be a neg-ative subspace of H. We identify H as a vector space with H+ � jH�j, so H mayalternatively be viewed as a space of pairs(g; f)t = �gf�with g 2 H+ and f 2 jH�j. The angle operator for M is the Hilbert spacecontraction operator K with domK � jH�j and ranK � H+ such that as a subsetof H+ � jH�j, M = Graph (K) = � �Kff � : f 2 domK � :The graph representation of a positive subspace is de�ned analogously.To see that such an operatorK exists, observe thatM can contain no nonzeroelement of the form (g; 0)t because M is negative. This is the condition thatM = Graph (K) for some operator K with dom K � jH�j and ran K � H+.SinceM is negative, for each f 2 domK,hKf + f;Kf + fiH � 0and so kKfkH+ � kfkjH�j :Thus kKk � 1: This proves the existence of the angle operator.



Lecture 1: Kre��n Spaces and Operators 13LetM be a negative subspace of a Kre��n space H represented as a graph as inDe�nition 1.5. The following assertions are straightforward:(1) M is closed if and only if domK is closed in jH�j;(2) M is uniformly negative if and only if kKk < 1;(3) M is maximal negative if and only if domK = jH�j, that is, the projectionof M onto H� is all of H�;(4) M is maximal uniformly negative if and only if domK = jH�j and kKk < 1:It follows that a maximal uniformly negative subspace is maximal negative. Everymaximal negative subspace is closed.Property (3) has these frequently used consequences. Let K = H � G, whereH is a Kre��n space and G is a Hilbert space. Every maximal negative subspace ofH is a maximal negative subspace of K. The projection of any maximal negativesubspace of K into H is maximal negative in H.Theorem 1.6 Let H be a Kre��n space.(1) A subspace M of H is maximal negative if and only if M? is maximalpositive in H.(2) If M+ is a maximal uniformly positive subspace of H, then M� = M?+ ismaximal uniformly negative. Moreover H = M+ �M� is a fundamentaldecomposition.(3) Every negative subspace of H is contained in a maximal negative subspaceof H.(4) Every uniformly negative subspace of H is contained in a maximal uniformlynegative subspace of H.(5) Assume that M� are uniformly positive/negative subspaces of H such thatM+ ? M�. Then there exists a fundamental decomposition H = K+ � K�such that M� � K�.A similar result holds with the words \positive" and \negative" interchanged.Part (5) is related to Phillips' theorem in Lecture 6. We prove parts (2), (4), and(5). See, for example, Andô [1979] and Azizov and Iokhvidov [1989] for furtherdetails and historical notes on the graph method.Proof of Theorem 1.6, parts (2), (4) and (5). We use the notation forfundamental decompositions in De�nition 1.5.(2) By the discussion above, M+ has the formM+ = � � uKu� : u 2 H+ � ;where K 2 L(H+; jH�j) is a uniform contraction: kKk < 1. ThenM� = � �K�vv � : v 2 jH�j � :Since K� 2 L(jH�j;H+) and kK�k < 1, M� is maximal uniformly negative. Bythe remarks following De�nition 1.4,M+ and �M� are Hilbert spaces in the innerproduct of H. By elementary algebra, every element of H+ � jH�j has a uniquerepresentation �fg� = � uKu�+ �K�vv � ;



14 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyakwith u 2 H+ and v 2 jH�j. It follows that H = M+ �M� is a fundamentaldecomposition.(4) LetM be a uniformly negative subspace of H, and representM as a graphas in De�nition 1.5. Then kKk < 1. Extend K in any way to an operator inL(jH�j;H+) with norm less than 1. The graph of the extension is a maximaluniformly negative subspace of H which contains M.(5) By (4), we can extend M+ to a maximal uniformly positive subspace ~M+of H (strictly speaking, we use the version of (4) for positive subspaces). By the re-marks following De�nition 1.4,M+ and ~M+ are Hilbert spaces in the inner productof H. By the projection theorem for Hilbert spaces,~M+ =M+ �N+;where N+ is a subspace of H which is a Hilbert space in the inner product of H. By(2), ~M� = ~M?+ is maximal uniformly negative and H = ~M+� ~M� is a fundamentaldecomposition. ThereforeH = �M+ �N+� � ~M� =M+ � �N+ � ~M��:One sees easily out of this that N+ � ~M� = M?+ is a Kre��n space in the innerproduct of H. Since M� is now a uniformly negative subspace of M?+, we canapply a similar argument to show thatM?+ =M� � �P+ �P��;where P+ and �P� are subspaces of H which are Hilbert spaces in the innerproduct of H. ThereforeH =M+ �M?+ = �M+ �P+� � �M� �P��:The required fundamental decomposition is obtained with K� =M� �P�. �The proof of Theorem 1.3 can now be completed.Proof of Theorem 1.3, remaining parts. (1) ) (2) Assume that M isa Kre��n space in the inner product of H. Then M = M+ �M�, where M+ is aHilbert space andM� is the antispace of a Hilbert space in the inner product of H.By Theorem 1.6(5),M� � H� for some fundamental decomposition H = H+ �H�of H. We easily check thatM? is the direct sum of H+ 	M+ and H� 	M�, andso (2) holds.The equivalence of the three conditions has been established. Recall that weshowedM closed in the implication (3)) (1). The remaining topological propertiesat the end of the theorem are clear from the relationship between the fundamentaldecompositions of M and H in the implication (1) ) (2). �Partial isometries on Kre��n spaces have much the same behavior as in theHilbert space case. The schematic diagram in �gure 3 shows the behavior of apartial isometry A 2 L(H;K) with respect to its initial and �nal subspaces Mand N. Details are in Theorems 1.7 and 1.8.



Lecture 1: Kre��n Spaces and Operators 15
Figure 3

M?M NN?H KA
Theorem 1.7 If A 2 L(H;K) for some Kre��n spaces H and K, then A is apartial isometry if and only if there exist Kre��n subspaces M of H and N of K suchthat(1) A maps M in a one-to-one way onto N, andhAf;AgiK = hf; giH; f; g 2M;(2) Af = 0 for all f 2M?.In this case, we call M and N the initial and �nal subspaces for A. MoreoverA� is a partial isometry with initial space N and �nal space M, andA�A = PrM ; ker A = ker PrM ;AA� = PrN ; ker A�= ker PrN :Theorem 1.8 Let A 2 L(H;K), where H and K are Kre��n spaces. The follow-ing assertions are equivalent:(1) A is a partial isometry;(2) A�A is a projection operator and ker A�A = ker A;(3) AA� is a projection operator and ker AA� = ker A�.Proofs of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 follow basically Hilbert space methods. Wherepositivity of inner products is apparently required, the conditions on kernels providewhat is needed. See Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990], pp. 8{10.Notice that in Theorem 1.8, the condition ker A�A = ker A in (2) holds auto-matically if K is a Hilbert space, and the condition ker AA� = ker A� in (3) holdsautomatically if H is a Hilbert space. An example of an operator A such that A�Ais a projection but ker A�A 6= ker A is any nonzero operator whose range is a neu-tral subspace, since then A�A = 0. Such operators appear later in Lecture 3. Wecan even construct an example such that both A�A and AA� are projections butA is not a partial isometry. To do this, let A be a Hilbert space projection ontoa nonzero closed neutral subspace of a Kre��n space H relative to some fundamen-tal symmetry J . As before, A�A = 0. This means that JAJA = 0, and henceAA� = AJAJ = 0. The operator A is not a partial isometry because AA�A 6= A.



16 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakThe results on partial isometries apply in particular to isometries. Using thisinformation and some elementary reasoning, we deduce:Corollary 1.9 An isometry A 2 L(H;K) is a one-to-one operator whose rangeis a Kre��n subspace of K. Therefore A is a Kre��n-space isomorphism from H ontoran A viewed as a Kre��n space in the inner product of K.In particular, an isometry A 2 L(H;K) maps closed subspaces of H onto closedsubspaces of K and negative (positive) subspaces of H onto negative (positive)subspaces of K. It also maps Kre��n subspaces onto Kre��n subspaces.The structure of Kre��n space isometries is more complicated than in the Hilbertspace case. The Wold decomposition has no completely satisfactory generalizationfor Kre��n spaces. Even when one exists, the shift component may not have the samebehavior as in the Hilbert space situation. Those Kre��n space isometries which havea structure analogous to Hilbert space shifts have been characterized by McEnnis[1990].



Lecture 2: Julia Operators and Contractions 17Lecture 2:Julia Operators and ContractionsKey ideas:� Basic tools of Kre��n space operator theory include defect and Julia operators,Shmul0yan's theorem on extending densely de�ned operators, and Pontrya-gin's theorem on dense sets in a Pontryagin space.� Contractions are an important special case, and they are simpler becausetheir defect spaces are Hilbert spaces.It will be seen that an arbitrary Kre��n space operator A 2 L(H;K) has ex-tensions to isometric, coisometric, and unitary operators. The construction is anapplication of the Bogn�ar-Kr�amli factorization. The extensions provide a very use-ful tool for the study of general operators.A sharper form of the Bogn�ar-Kr�amli factorization is needed. It uses a notionof index for selfadjoint operators. If A 2 L(H) is a selfadjoint operator, let ind� (A)be the supremum of all positive integers r such that there exists a nonpositive andinvertible matrix of the form �hAfj ; fkiH�rj;k=1 ; if no such r exists, set ind� (A) = 0.Put ind+ (A) = ind� (�A). We call ind� (A) the indices of A. They measure howmuch A behaves like a positive or negative operator. For example, A � 0 if andonly if ind� (A) = 0.Theorem 2.1 Let H be a Kre��n space. Any selfadjoint operator A 2 L(H) canbe written in the form A = DD�;where D 2 L(D;H) for some Kre��n space D and ker D = f0g. For any suchfactorization, ind�D = ind� (A):The �rst statement in Theorem 2.1 is Theorem 1.1. The second is proved inDritschel and Rovnyak [1990], Th. 1.2.1.De�nition 2.2 Let T 2 L(H;K).(i) By a defect operator for T we mean any operator ~D 2 L( ~D;H) havingzero kernel such that � T~D�� 2 L(H;K� ~D) (2.1)is an isometry, that is, T �T + ~D ~D� = 1H. We then call ~D a defect space for T .(ii) By a Julia operator for T we mean any unitary operator� T D~D� �L�� 2 L(H�D;K � ~D) (2.2)such that D 2 L(D;K) and ~D 2 L( ~D;H) have zero kernels.



18 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakThe notation in (2.2) is a change from Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990], [1991]:the 22-entry is now written �L� instead of L. This is closer to the notation in Sz.-Nagy and Foia�s [1970] for the Hilbert space case, and it makes some later formulasmore symmetric.If U is the matrix (2.2), the relationsU�U = 1H�D and UU� = 1K� ~Dare equivalent to the six identitiesT �T + ~D ~D� = 1H;D�D + LL� = 1D;TT � +DD� = 1K;~D� ~D + L�L = 1 ~D;9>>=>>; (2:3a; b; c; d)and T �D = ~DL�;T ~D = DL; � (2:4a; b)In particular, ~D 2 L( ~D;H) is a defect operator for T and D 2 L(D;K) is a defectoperator for T �. The operator U� is a Julia operator for T �.We use the Bogn�ar-Kr�amli factorization to show that Julia operators exist.This argument is similar to the method used by Davis [1970] to construct uni-tary dilations of general operators on a Hilbert space: the method of Davis workswith minor adaptations for Kre��n space operators. An existence proof based ona lemma of Kre��n was given by Arsene, Constantinescu, and Gheondea [1987]. Ageneralization is given in Theorem 6.2.Theorem 2.3 Let T 2 L(H;K).(i) A defect operator ~D 2 L( ~D;H) for T exists, and for any such operator,ind� ~D = ind� (1� T �T ): (2.5)(ii) If ~D 2 L( ~D;H) is any defect operator for T , there exists a Julia operatorfor T of the form � T D~D� �L�� 2 L(H�D;K � ~D): (2.6)For any such operator, ind�D = ind� (1� TT �);ind� ~D = ind� (1� T �T ):� (2.7)Proof. (i) Apply Theorem 2.1 to the selfadjoint operator 1� T �T .(ii) If ~D 2 L( ~D;H) is a defect operator for T , thenV = � T~D�� 2 L(H;K� ~D)is an isometry. By Theorem 1.7, V V � is the projection onto ran V , and therefore1� V V � is the projection onto (ran V )? = ker V �. Factor1� V V � = BB�;



Lecture 2: Julia Operators and Contractions 19where B 2 L(D;K � ~D) has zero kernel. Then B has the formB = � D�L�� ;where D 2 L(D;K) and L 2 L( ~D;D). We verify that with this choice of D and L,(2.6) is a Julia operator.By construction, BB� is a projection and ker BB� = ker B� (because B haszero kernel). It follows from Theorem 1.8 that B is a partial isometry. Thus Bis an isometry with ran B = ker V �. Therefore V �B = 0 and B�B = 1. Theseidentities imply (2.3b) and (2.4a). The relation (2.3a) follows from the assumptionthat ~D is a defect operator for T . The identities (2.3c,d) and (2.4b) follow fromthe relation 1� V V � = BB�.The operator ~D has zero kernel because it is a defect operator by hypothesis.It remains to show thatD has zero kernel. If Df = 0 for some f 2 D, then L�f = 0by (2.4a). Hence Bf = 0, and so f = 0. Therefore D has zero kernel, and we haveshown that (2.6) is a Julia operator.The relations (2.7) follow from part (i) and the fact that ~D 2 L( ~D;H) is a defectoperator for T and D 2 L(D;K) is a defect operator for T �. �In the proof of Theorem 2.3(ii), when T 2 L(H;K) is an isometry, ~D is the zerospace and so T = V . It follows that an isometry V 2 L(H;K) has Julia operator�V D� 2 L(H�D;K);where D 2 L(D;K) is a defect operator for V �.A characterization of contractions and bicontractions follows from Theorem 2.3.Let T 2 L(H;K) have Julia operator (2.6). By (2.7), T is a contraction if and onlyif ~D is a Hilbert space, and T is a bicontraction if and only if both D and ~D areHilbert spaces.Theorem 2.4 If T 2 L(H;K), thenind�H+ ind� (1� TT �) = ind�K + ind� (1� T �T ): (2.8)In particular, if H and K are Pontryagin spaces with the same negative index, thenind� (1� TT �) = ind� (1� T �T ): (2.9)Proof. Let (2.6) be a Julia operator for T . This establishes an isomorphismbetween the Kre��n spaces H�D and K � ~D. Hence by (2.7),ind�H + ind� (1� TT �) = ind�H+ ind�D= ind� K+ ind� ~D= ind� K+ ind� (1� T �T ):The second statement follows immediately from the �rst. �Corollary 2.5 If H and K are Pontryagin spaces with the same negative index,then every contraction T 2 L(H;K) is a bicontraction.Proof. By (2.9), 1� TT � � 0 if and only if 1� T �T � 0. �



20 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakTwo Julia operators� T D~D� �L�� 2 L(H�D;K � ~D)and  T D0~D0� �L0�! 2 L(H�D0;K � ~D0)for a given T 2 L(H;K) are abstractly indistinguishable if there exist Kre��n spaceisomorphisms ' : D! D0 and  : ~D! ~D0 such thatD = D0'; ~D = ~D0 ; 'L = L0 ;since this has the e�ect merely to replace the defect spaces D and ~D by isomorphiccopies. We say that T has essentially unique Julia operator if any two Juliaoperators for T are so related.Theorem 2.6 An operator T 2 L(H;K) has essentially unique Julia operatorif either ind� (1H � T �T ) < 1 or ind� (1K � TT �) < 1. In particular, T hasessentially unique Julia operator if either T or T � is a contraction.For a proof, see Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990], Th. B4.The basic properties of contraction operators on a Kre��n space were worked outby Potapov, Ginzburg, Kre��n, and Shmul0yan in the 1950's and 60's (references aregiven in Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990], p. 33). The key to these properties is thebehavior of a contraction operator on negative subspaces.Theorem 2.7 If T 2 L(H;K) is a contraction, then(1) T maps every closed negative subspace M of H in a one-to-one way onto aclosed negative subspace of K;(2) T maps every closed uniformly negative subspace M of H in a one-to-oneway onto a closed uniformly negative subspace of K;(3) the kernel of T is a Hilbert space in the inner product of H.Proof. Fix norms for H and K. Choose a defect operator ~D 2 L( ~D;H) for T ,so V = � T~D��is an isometry.(1) Since T is a contraction, ~D is a Hilbert space, and ~D�f2 = h(1� T �T )f; fiH= hf; fiH � hTf; TfiK� �hTf; TfiK� Tf2 (2.10)whenever f 2 H and hf; fiH � 0. In particular, if hf; fiH � 0 and Tf = 0,then V f = 0 and f = 0 by Corollary 1.9. Thus T is one-to-one on any negativesubspace.Suppose that M is a closed negative subspace of H. Clearly TM is negative,because T is a contraction. Suppose that ffng11 is a sequence in M and Tfn ! g



Lecture 2: Julia Operators and Contractions 21in the strong topology of K. By (2.10), ~D�fn ! h in the strong topology of ~D forsome h 2 ~D. Then V fn ! �gh� :Since VM is closed, �gh� = V ffor some f 2M, so g = Tf 2 TM. This shows that TM is closed.(2) Let M be a closed uniformly negative subspace of H. Since ~D is a Hilbertspace and VM is uniformly negative, there exists a � > 0 such that for all f 2M,hTf; TfiK � hV f; V fiK� ~D� ��kV fk2= �� �kTfk2 +  ~D�f2�� ��kTfk2: (2.11)It follows that TM is uniformly negative. Since TM is closed by (1), (2) follows.(3) Let N = kerT . Then VN = f0g � ~D�N is closed and uniformly positive.Since V � acts as an isometry on ran V into H, V � maps closed uniformly positivesubspaces of ran V onto closed uniformly positive subspaces of H. Thus V �VN = Nis a Hilbert space in the inner product of H. �By Theorem 2.7(2), a contraction T 2 L(H;K) maps a closed negative subspaceM of H onto a closed negative subspace T M of K. If M is maximal negative inH, it is closed and T M is therefore closed and negative in K; however, TM is notnecessarily maximal negative in K. For an example, consider the operator T = 0on a Hilbert space H into a Kre��n space K which is not a Hilbert space. Notice thatin this example, T is a contraction but not a bicontraction.Theorem 2.8 (Ginzburg) If T 2 L(H;K) is a contraction, the following areequivalent:(1) T is a bicontraction;(2) T maps some maximal negative subspace of H onto a maximal negative sub-space of K;(3) T maps every maximal negative subspace of H onto a maximal negativesubspace of K.In this case, T maps every maximal uniformly negative subspace of H onto a max-imal uniformly negative subspace of K.Other equivalent conditions for a contraction to be a bicontraction are given inan addendum at the end of this lecture.Proof. (1)) (3) Assume that T is a bicontraction. Then in any Julia operatorU = � T D~D� �L�� 2 L(H�D;K � ~D)for T , the defect spacesD and ~D are Hilbert spaces. LetM be any maximal negativesubspace of H. Then M is a maximal negative subspace of H �D. Therefore UM



22 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyakis a maximal negative subspace of K � ~D. It follows thatTM = PrK UMis a maximal negative subspace of K, by remarks preceding Theorem 1.6. Here PrKdenotes projection onto K. Thus (3) holds.(3) ) (2) Trivial.(2) ) (1) Assume that T maps the maximal negative subspace M of H ontothe maximal negative subspace N of K. Since T is a contraction by hypothesis, ~Dis a Hilbert space. Therefore the operatorT 0 = PrK U 2 L(H�D;K)is a contraction: for any f 2 H and g 2 D,�T 0�fg� ; T 0�fg��K = �PrK U �fg� ;PrK U �fg��K� �U �fg� ; U �fg��K� ~D = ��fg� ;�fg��H�D:If D� is any closed negative subspace of D, thenM0 =M�D� is a closed negativesubspace of H � D. By Theorem 2.7(1), T 0 maps M0 in a one-to-one way onto anegative subspace N0 of K. SinceT 0M = PrK UM = TM = N;N0 � N, and the inclusion is proper if D� 6= f0g. By the maximality of N,D� = f0g and so D is a Hilbert space. Therefore T � is a contraction, whichproves (1).The last assertion follows from Theorem 2.7(2) and the graph representationof negative subspaces. �In Hilbert space operator theory, a densely de�ned contraction can automati-cally be extended by continuity to an everywhere de�ned contraction. In contrast,there exist discontinuous densely de�ned operators T0 on a Kre��n space H into aKre��n space K such thathT0f; T0giK = hf; giH; f; g 2 dom T0: (2.12)Example:There exists a densely de�ned operator V0 on a Hilbert space H into a Kre��nspace K such that hV0f; V0giK = hf; giH; f; g 2 dom V0;but V0 has no extension to an operator V 2 L(H;K). Let H have orthonormal basis'1; '2; : : : . Let K = K+ � K� be a fundamental decomposition, and assume thatK� has orthonormal basis e�1 ; e�2 ; : : : . Let dom V0 be the span of '1; '2; : : : , andde�ne V0 on this domain so as to be linear and satisfyV0'n = ane+n + bne�n ;where the constants are chosen such that janj2 � jbnj2 = 1 for all n � 1. In �gure 4we take K to be the direct sum of a sequence of copies of M2, and we choose V0'n
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Figure 4
V0'1V0'2V0'2

in the n-th copy. The �gure is obtained from superimposing the copies. It is easyto see that hV0'm; V0'niK = �mn; n � 1;and so V0 preserves inner products on its domain. If the constants are unbounded,V0 can have no extension to an operator V 2 L(H;K).A theorem of Shmul0yan [1967] shows how such behavior may be excluded.Theorem 2.9 (Shmul0yan) Let T0 be a densely de�ned operator on a Kre��nspace H into a Kre��n space K satisfyinghT0f; T0fiK � hf; fiH; f 2 dom T0: (2.13)Assume that dom T0 contains a maximal uniformly negative subspace M and thatT0M is maximal uniformly negative in K. Then T0 has an extension to a bicon-traction T 2 L(H;K).The proof in Shmul0yan [1967] is attributed to M. L. Brodski��. Special caseswere apparently known earlier, but we do not know references. See also Dritscheland Rovnyak [1990], Theorem 1.4.4.In the case of Pontryagin spaces, the following result is helpful in checking thehypotheses on maximal uniformly negative subspaces in Theorem 2.9. For di�erentproofs, see Iokhvidov, Kre��n, and Langer [1982], Lemma 2.1 on p. 18, or Bogn�ar[1974], Theorem 1.4 on p. 185.Pontryagin's Theorem. If M is a dense subspace of a Pontryagin space H,there is a fundamental decomposition H = H+ �H� such that H� �M.Proof. The argument is based on this evident property: If a dense subspaceof a Kre��n space K contains no nonzero vector f such that hf; fi < 0, then K is aHilbert space.



24 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakSuppose that H has negative index n and thatM is a dense subspace of H. Ifn = 0, the conclusion is trivial. If n > 0, by the property, there is a vector f1 inM such that hf1; f1i < 0. Let N1 be the span of f1. Then N1 is a one-dimensionalKre��n subspace of H. It is easy to see thatM = N1 � (M	N1)and that M1 = M 	N1 is dense in H1 = H 	N1. Here H1 is a Pontryagin spacewith negative index n� 1. If n > 1, we can repeat the argument and �nd a vectorf2 in M1 such that hf2; f2i < 0. The span N2 of f2 is a Kre��n subspace of H1, andM2 = M1 	 N2 is a dense subspace of the Pontryagin space H2 = H 	 N2. Theprocess will terminate after n stages, and then H� = N1 � � � � �Nn is a subspaceof H with the required properties. �Using Pontryagin's theorem, it is not hard to deduce the following version ofShmul0yan's theorem.Theorem 2.10 Let H and K be Pontryagin spaces with the same negative in-dex, and let T0 be a densely de�ned linear operator from H into K satisfying (2.13).Then T0 has a continuous extension to a bicontraction T 2 L(H;K).The version for Pontryagin spaces is simpler to prove than Theorem 2.9. A niceproof by T. Ya. Azizov appears in Alpay, Dijksma, and de Snoo [1994]. The follow-ing version, also taken from the same source, is particularly useful in applications.Details will appear in Alpay, Dijksma, Rovnyak, and de Snoo [in preparation].Theorem 2.10 (Alternative Form) Let H and K be Pontryagin spaces with thesame negative index. Let R be a linear subspace of H � K such that(1) hg; giK � hf; fiH for all (f; g) 2 R, and(2) the set of all f 2 H such that (f; g) 2 R for some g 2 K is dense in H.Then there is a bicontraction T 2 L(H;K) such that g = Tf for all (f; g) 2 R.We conclude this lecture with some formal properties of Julia operators whichare very useful in the study of extension properties of operators. Assumptionsare only made on the form of the extensions, and otherwise the theorems hold forarbitrary operators T 2 L(H;K). All underlying spaces in Theorems 2.11, 2.12, and2.13 are Kre��n spaces.Theorem 2.11 Assume T 2 L(H;K), and let� T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT )be a Julia operator. Assume X 2 L(F;DT ), and let� X DX~D�X �L�X� 2 L(F�DX ;DT � ~DX)be a Julia operator. Then a Julia operator forR = �T DTX� 2 L(H� F;K)



Lecture 2: Julia Operators and Contractions 25is given by � R DR~D�R �L�R� = 0BB@ �T DTX� �DTDX�� ~D�T �L�TX0 ~D�X � ��L�TDXL�X �1CCA= 0@ T DT 0~D�T �L�T 00 0 11A0@1 0 00 X DX0 ~D�X �L�X1A (2.14)as an operator on L(H�F�DX ;K� ~DT � ~DX). Thus defect spaces for R and R�are given by ~DR = ~DT � ~DX and DR = DX :As in Theorem 2.4, the unitarity of the various operators in Theorem 2.11 givesa sequence of useful index formulas. Repeating (2.8), these read:ind� (1�R�R) = ind� (1� T �T ) + ind� (1�X�X);ind� (1�RR�) = ind� (1�XX�);ind�H+ ind� (1� TT �) = ind� K+ ind� (1� T �T );ind� F+ ind� (1�XX�) = ind� (1� TT �) + ind� (1�X�X): 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (2.15)Theorem 2.12 Assume T 2 L(H;K), and let� T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT )be a Julia operator. Assume Y 2 L(G; ~DT ), and let� Y DY~D�Y �L�Y� 2 L(G�DY ; ~DT � ~DY )be a Julia operator. Then a Julia operator forC = � TY � ~D�T� 2 L(H;K �G)is given by � C DC~D�C �L�C� = 0B@� TY � ~D�T� � DT 0�Y �L�T ~DY��D�Y ~D�T � � �D�Y L�T LY �1CA= 0@1 0 00 Y � ~DY0 D�Y �LY1A0@ T DT 0~D�T �L�T 00 0 11A (2.16)as an operator on L(H�DT � ~DY ;K�G�DY ). Thus defect spaces for C and C�are given by ~DC = DY and DC = DT � ~DY :



26 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakThe corresponding index formulas are:ind� (1� C�C) = ind� (1� Y Y �);ind� (1� CC�) = ind� (1� TT �) + ind� (1� Y �Y );ind�H+ ind� (1� TT �) = ind�K + ind� (1� T �T );ind�G + ind� (1� Y Y �) = ind� (1� T �T ) + ind� (1� Y �Y ): 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (2.17)Theorem 2.13 Assume T 2 L(H;K), and let� T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT )be a Julia operator. Assume X 2 L(F;DT ), Y 2 L(G; ~DT ), Z 2 L( ~DX ; ~DY ), andlet � X DX~D�X �L�X� 2 L(F�DX ;DT � ~DX );� Y DY~D�Y �L�Y� 2 L(G �DY ; ~DT � ~DY );� Z DZ~D�Z �L�Z� 2 L( ~DX �DZ ; ~DY � ~DZ);be Julia operators. Then a Julia operator forA = � T DTXY � ~D�T �Y �L�TX + ~DY Z ~D�X� 2 L(H� F;K �G)is given by� A DA~D�A �L�A�= 0BBB@� T DTXY � ~D�T �Y �L�TX + ~DY Z ~D�X� � DTDX 0�Y �L�TDX � ~DY ZL�X ~DYDZ��D�Y ~D�T �D�Y L�TX � LY Z ~D�X0 ~D�Z ~D�X � ��D�Y L�TDX � LY ZL�X LYDZ~D�ZL�X L�Z �1CCCA= 0BB@1 0 0 00 Y � ~DY 00 D�Y �LY 00 0 0 11CCA0BB@ T DT 0 0~D�T �L�T 0 00 0 Z DZ0 0 ~D�Z �L�Z1CCA0BB@1 0 0 00 X DX 00 ~D�X �L�X 00 0 0 11CCA (2.18)as an operator on L(H�F�DX �DZ ;K�G�DY � ~DZ). Thus defect spaces forA and A� are given by~DA = DY � ~DZ and DA = DX �DZ :



Lecture 2: Julia Operators and Contractions 27Now the index identities read:ind� (1� A�A) = ind� (1� Y Y �) + ind� (1� Z�Z);ind� (1� AA�) = ind� (1�XX�) + ind� (1� ZZ�);ind�H+ ind� (1� TT �) = ind�K + ind� (1� T �T );ind� F+ ind� (1�XX�) = ind� (1� TT �) + ind� (1�X�X);ind�G + ind� (1� Y Y �) = ind� (1� T �T ) + ind� (1� Y �Y );ind� (1�X�X) + ind� (1� ZZ�) = ind� (1� Y �Y ) + ind� (1� Z�Z):
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>; (2.19)Proofs of Theorems 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13. The matrices (2.14), (2.16),and (2.18) are unitary because each is the product of unitary operators. By inspec-tion the 12-entries and adjoints of the 21-entries have zero kernels, and thus theconditions for a Julia operator are met. �Addendum: Adjoints of contractionsAdjoints of contractions also have special mapping properties with respect tonegative subspaces (Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990]), and these too can be studiedby the method of isometric extensions. We illustrate the idea in an elaboration ofTheorem 2.8 that includes a condition on adjoints. We �rst prove a part of thisresult (Theorem 2:80 below) for the special case of isometries.Lemma 2.14 Let V 2 L(H;K) be an isometry. If V � maps some maximalnegative subspace N in a one-to-one way into a negative subspace, then V is abicontraction.Proof. By Theorem 1.7, V � is isometric on the range of V . To prove that V isa bicontraction, it is su�cient to show that (ran V )? = ker V � is a Hilbert space.Since ker V � is a Kre��n subspace of K, it has a fundamental decompositionker V � = E+ � E�: Put K0 = ran V � E�;N0 = PrK0 N;V 0 = V jK0 2 L(H;K0):It is easy to see that the hypotheses of the lemma are satis�ed with V;N;N re-placed by V 0; N 0;N0 (the space N0 is maximal negative by the comments precedingTheorem 1.6). Since ker V 0� = E�, by a change of notation we may assume in theoriginal situation that ker V � is uniformly negative.We show that under the assumption that ker V � is uniformly negative, it con-tains no nonzero element. Let u 2 ker V �. For any g 2 N and any scalar c,0 � hV �g; V �giH = hV V �(cu+ g); V V �(cu+ g)iK � hcu+ g; cu + giK;where the second inequality results from the assumption that ker V � is uniformlynegative. Since N is maximal negative, u 2 N. Since V � is one-to-one on N andV �u = 0, we obtain u = 0. Thus ker V � = f0g, and the result follows. �



28 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakTheorem 2.80 If T 2 L(H;K) is a contraction, the following are equivalent:(1) T is a bicontraction;(2) �T � is a contraction for some scalar � 6= 0;(3) T maps some maximal negative subspace of H onto a maximal negative sub-space of K;(4) T maps every maximal negative subspace of H onto a maximal negative sub-space of K;(5) T � maps some maximal negative subspace of K in a one-to-one way into anegative subspace of H;(6) if ~D 2 L( ~D;H) is a defect operator for T , the isometryV = � T~D��is a bicontraction.In this case, T maps every maximal uniformly negative subspace of H onto a max-imal uniformly negative subspace of K.Proof. The equivalence of (1), (3), (4) and last assertion are shown in Theorem2.8. The proof is completed by �rst establishing (1) , (6). Then (2) is added tothe list of equivalences by showing (1) ) (2) and (2)) (4). Finally, (5) is addedby showing (2)) (5) and (5)) (6).(1), (6) By Theorem 2.3, we may choose a Julia operator� T D~D� �L�� 2 L(H�D;K � ~D)for T such that ~D 2 L( ~D;H) is the defect operator which is given in (6). WritingV = � T~D�� and DV = � D�L�� ;we obtain a Julia operator �V DV � 2 L(H�D; (K� ~D)� f0g) for V with defectspaces ~DV = f0g and DV = D. Thus V is a bicontraction if and only if D is aHilbert space, that is, T � is a contraction. Since we assume that T is a contraction,this proves the equivalence of (1) and (6).(1)) (2) Take � = 1.(2)) (4) Assume that �T � is a contraction for some � 6= 0. LetD� 2 L(D�;K)be a defect operator for �T �, soV� = ��T �D�� � 2 L(K;H�D�)is an isometry. Since �T � is a contraction, D� is a Hilbert space. Therefore anymaximal negative subspaceM of H is maximal negative in H�D�. NowV �� jM = �T jM;and since T is a contraction, �T maps M in a one-to-one way into a negativesubspace by Theorem 2.7. By Lemma 2.14, V� is a bicontraction. It follows thatTM = V ��M is a maximal negative subspace of K, proving (4).



Lecture 2: Julia Operators and Contractions 29(2)) (5) By Theorem 2.7, if �T � is a contraction, then �T � maps any maximalnegative subspace of K in a one-to-one way onto a negative subspace of H. Since� 6= 0, T � has the same property.(5)) (6) By assumption, there is a maximal negative subspace N of K whichT � maps in a one-to-one way into a negative subspace of H. LetV = � T~D�� 2 L(H;K� ~D)as in (6) for some defect operator ~D 2 L( ~D;H) for T . Since T is a contraction,~D is a Hilbert space, and therefore N is a maximal negative subspace of K � ~D.Therefore V �jN = T �jN maps N in a one-to-one way into a negative subspace. ByLemma 2.14, V is a bicontraction. �



30 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakLecture 3:Extension and Completion ProblemsKey ideas:� Extension and completion problems for operators on Kre��n spaces often havethe same form as in the Hilbert space case, even in very general situations.The theory is particularly simple for contractions.� The problems are reduced to the isometric case via defect and Julia operators,and this reduction allows us to apply Hilbert space methods.Kre��n space operator theory comes very close to matching the completeness ofthe Hilbert space case in some areas, notably the extension properties of operators.This is the �rst of several lectures which will explore such problems.Extension and completion problems come in numerous variations, leading tocommutant lifting theorems, the Schur algorithm, and interpolation theory, withtheir in�nite possibilities (see Foia�s and Frazho [1990]). Here we focus on a singlebut basic type of problem, which in many ways serves as a prototype.Given a �xed contraction T 2 L(H;K), we wish to determine all contractiveoperators of the form �T F � 2 L(H� F;K); (3.1)�TG� 2 L(H;K�G); (3.2)and �T FG H� 2 L(H� F;K� G): (3.3)Variations of the problem replace contractions T by operators such thatind� (1� T �T ) <1 or ind� (1� TT �) <1: (3.4)Then we seek a description of row, column, and two-by-two extensions which havesimilar properties.Particular extensions have already been encountered, namely,�T DT � 2 L(H�DT ;K);� T~D�T� 2 L(H;K� ~DT );and � T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT );where the last operator is a Julia operator for T .



Lecture 3: Extension and Completion Problems 31In the Hilbert space case, contractive row, column, and two-by-two completionstake the form �T DTX� 2 L(H� F;K); (3.5)� TY � ~D�T� 2 L(H;K�G); (3.6)� T DTXY � ~D�T �Y �L�TX + ~DY Z ~D�X� 2 L(H� F;K� G); (3.7)where X;Y;Z are contractions on appropriate spaces. The Hilbert space theoryoriginates in work of Davis [1976] and Parrott [1978] and has been much studied(see Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990] for references).An example shows some of the problems that can arise with inde�nite innerproduct spaces.Example:Let T 2 L(H;K) be an isometry on a Hilbert space H into a Hilbert space K.Let C = �TN� 2 L(H;K �G)be a column extension of T such that N 2 L(H;G) is a neutral operator, whichwe de�ne as an operator such that N�N = 0. Such an operator is constructedsimply by arranging that ran N is a neutral subspace of G. For example, we can�nd a neutral operator N 6= 0 if G =M2. ThenC�C = T �T +N�N = T �T = 1:Thus C is a contractive (even isometric) column extension of T . It does not havethe form (3.6) because 1� T �T = 0 and hence ~DT = f0g and ~DT = 0.Nevertheless, it is desirable to try to derive positive results in which the forms(3.5){(3.7) are obtained. For example, when these representations hold, the Juliaoperators for the extensions are given by thematrix formulas in Theorems 2.11{2.13.All of the index formulas stated there are valid. We can easily read o� conditionson the parameters X;Y;Z that the operators are isometries or contractions, andso forth. This information is useful for more structured problems, such as thoseinvolving commutant lifting or the Schur algorithm (Lecture 4).We follow a simpli�ed method given in Dritschel [1993c]. The row extensionproblem will �rst be solved for isometries.Theorem 3.1 Let V = �V1 V2� 2 L(H� F;K) (3.8)be an isometry, and let DV1 2 L(DV1 ;K) be a defect operator for V �1 . ThenV2 = DV1W; (3.9)where W = D�V1V2 2 L(F;DV1) is an isometry. If V is unitary and V2 is written inany way in the form (3.9) with W 2 L(F;DV1) an isometry, then W is unitary.



32 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyak
Figure 5

F ran V2ran DV1DV1 DV1V2 K
Proof. Since V is isometric, so are its restrictions V1 = V jH and V2 = V jF.The identity 0 = 1� V �V = �� �V �1 V2� � �implies that V �1 V2 = 0, and so ran V2 � kerV �1 . Since V1 is an isometry,DV1D�V1 = 1� V1V �1is a projection with range (ran V1)? = ker V �1 . ThusDV1D�V1DV1D�V1 = DV1D�V1 ;and hence D�V1DV1 = 1, because DV1 has zero kernel and D�V1 has dense range.ThereforeDV1 is an isometry with ran DV1 = kerV �1 � ran V2 (see �gure 5). HenceW = D�V1V2 de�nes an isometry from F into DV1 . Since DV1D�V1 acts like theidentity on ran DV1 , DV1W = DV1D�V1V2 = V2;as was to be shown.Assume V is unitary and V2 is written in the form (3.9) with W 2 L(F;DV1)isometric. Then0 = 1� V V � = 1� V1V �1 �DV1WW �D�V1 = DV1(1�WW �)D�V1 ;and 1 � WW � = 0 since DV1 has zero kernel and D�V1 has dense range. SinceW �W = 1 by assumption, W is unitary. �We shall �rst state the main results in their simplest form | for contractions.In Theorems 3.2{3.4, we make these assumptions on underlying spaces:(1) The main spaces H and K are Kre��n spaces.(2) The extension space F is a Kre��n space, but G is a Hilbert space.Notice that the example above is excluded then from Theorem 3.3 because thespace G in the example is not a Hilbert space.



Lecture 3: Extension and Completion Problems 33Theorem 3.2 Let T 2 L(H;K) be a contraction, and let DT 2 L(DT ;K) be adefect operator for T �. Every contractive row extensionR = �T F� 2 L(H� F;K)of T has the form R = �T DTX� ; (3.10)where X 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction. Conversely, if X 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction,then the operator R de�ned by (3.10) is a contraction.Theorem 3.3 Let T 2 L(H;K) be a contraction, and let ~DT 2 L( ~DT ;H) be adefect operator for T . Every contractive column extensionC = �TG� 2 L(H;K�G)of T with G a Hilbert space has the formC = � TY � ~D�T� ; (3.11)where Y 2 L(G; ~DT ) is a contraction. Conversely, if Y 2 L(G; ~DT ) is a contrac-tion, then the operator C de�ned by (3.11) is a contraction.Theorem 3.4 Let T 2 L(H;K) be a contraction with Julia operator� T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT ):Every contractive extension�T FG H� 2 L(H� F;K �G)of T with G a Hilbert space has the form�T FG H� = � T DTXY � ~D�T �Y �L�TX + ~DY Z ~D�X� ; (3.12)where(i) X 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction with defect operator ~DX 2 L( ~DX ;F),(ii) Y 2 L(G; ~DT ) is a contraction with defect operator ~DY 2 L( ~DY ;G),(iii) Z 2 L( ~DX ; ~DY ) is a contraction.Conversely, given X;Y;Z satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), then the operator de�ned by(3.12) is a contraction.The method of proof of Theorems 3.2{3.4 applies with no extra input to oper-ators satisfying (3.4). We now generalize each of these results, with no restrictionon underlying spaces:(1) The main spaces H and K are Kre��n spaces.(2) The extension spaces F and G are Kre��n spaces.



34 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakTheorem 3.2 (Generalized Form) Let T 2 L(H;K), and let DT 2 L(DT ;K)be a defect operator for T �. LetR = �T F� 2 L(H� F;K)be a row extension of T satisfying at least one of the conditionsind� (1� RR�) + ind� F = ind� (1� TT �) <1;ind� (1� R�R) = ind� (1� T �T ) <1:Then R = �T DTX� ; (3.13)where X 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction. Conversely, if R has the form (3.13) whereX 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction, then the operator R de�ned by (3.13) satis�es bothof the identities ind� (1� RR�) + ind� F = ind� (1� TT �);ind� (1� R�R) = ind� (1� T �T ):Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Form) Let T 2 L(H;K), and let ~DT 2 L( ~DT ;H)be a defect operator for T . LetC = �TG� 2 L(H;K�G)be a column extension of T satisfying at least one of the conditionsind� (1�C�C) + ind�G = ind� (1� T �T ) <1;ind� (1�CC�) = ind� (1� TT �) <1:Then C = � TY � ~D�T� ; (3.14)where Y 2 L(G; ~DT ) is a contraction. Conversely, if C has the form (3.14) whereY 2 L(G; ~DT ) is a contraction, then the operator C de�ned by (3.14) satis�es bothof the identities ind� (1�C�C) + ind�G = ind� (1� T �T );ind� (1�CC�) = ind� (1� TT �):Theorem 3.4 (Generalized Form) Let T 2 L(H;K) have Julia operator� T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT );and let A = �T FG H� 2 L(H� F;K �G)be a 2� 2 matrix extension of T satisfying at least one of the conditionsind� (1�A�A) + ind�G = ind� (1� T �T ) <1;ind� (1� AA�) + ind� F = ind� (1� TT �) <1:



Lecture 3: Extension and Completion Problems 35Then A = � T DTXY � ~D�T �Y �L�TX + ~DY Z ~D�X� ; (3.15)where(i) X 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction with defect operator ~DX 2 L( ~DX ;F),(ii) Y 2 L(G; ~DT ) is a contraction with defect operator ~DY 2 L( ~DY ;G),(iii) Z 2 L( ~DX ; ~DY ) is a contraction.Conversely, given X;Y;Z satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), then the operator de�ned by (3.15)satis�es both of the identitiesind� (1�A�A) + ind�G = ind� (1� T �T );ind� (1�AA�) + ind� F = ind� (1� TT �):It is possible to give the complete proofs in just a few pages, and they areincluded here. It is su�cient to prove the generalized forms of the theorems.Proof of Theorem 3.2 (Generalized Form). Assume thatR = �T F� 2 L(H� F;K)and that one of the two conditions holds, say the �rst:ind� (1�RR�) + ind� F = ind� (1� TT �) <1:Choose a defect operator DR 2 L(DR;K) for R�. Then�R�D�R� = 0@T �F �D�R1A 2 L(K;H� F�DR)is an isometry. The operator �T �D�T� 2 L(K;H�DT )is also an isometry. Thus*0@T �F �D�R1A f;0@ T �F �D�R1A g+H�F�DR = ��T �D�T�f;�T �D�T� g�H�DTfor all f; g 2 K. Therefore��F �D�R� f;�F �D�R� g�F�DR = hD�T f;D�T giDTfor all f; g 2 K. Since DT has zero kernel, ran D�T is dense in DT . Our hypothesesimply that ind�DT = ind� (F�DR) <1;and hence F�DR and DT are Pontryagin spaces having the same negative index.Hence by Shmul0yan's theorem (see Theorem 2.10 (Alternative Form)), there is anisometry V 2 L(DT ;F �DR) such that�F �D�R� = V D�T :



36 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakDe�ne X 2 L(F;DT ) by X� = PrF V 2 L(DT ;F):By Corollary 2.5, V is a bicontraction. The operatorX = V �jF is thus a contraction.By construction, F = DTX, and we have obtained the conclusion in case the �rstof the two conditions holds.Suppose that the second condition holds, that is,ind� (1� R�R) = ind� (1� T �T ) <1;or equivalently ind� ~DR = ind� ~DT < 1: Let ~DR 2 L( ~DR;H � F) be a defectoperator for R, and choose a Julia operator� T DT~D�T �L�T� 2 L(H�DT ;K � ~DT ):The operator V = � R~D�R� 2 L(H� F;K� ~DR)is an isometry and may be written in the formV = � T F~D�1 ~D�2� 2 L(H� F;K � ~DR) (3.16)where ~D�R = � ~D�1 ~D�2�. The �rst column in (3.16),V1 = � T~D�1� 2 L(H;K� ~DR);is an isometric extension of T , implying that ind� (1� V �1 V1) = 0. It is easy to seethat the row extension V �1 = �T � ~D1� 2 L(K� ~DR;H)of T � satis�es the �rst of the two conditions of the theorem (the index formula thatis needed reduces to ind� ~DR = ind� ~DT < 1), and the result has already beenestablished in this case. Therefore ~D�1 = Y � ~D�T ;where Y 2 L( ~DR; ~DT ) is a contraction. Now apply Theorem 3.1 to the isometryV = �V1 V2� = �� T~D�1�� F~D�2�� = �� TY � ~D�T�� F~D�2�� :By Theorem 2.12, a defect operator for V �1 is given byDV1 = � DT 0�Y �L�T ~DY� 2 L(DT � ~DY ;K � ~DR):Therefore by Theorem 3.1,� F~D�2� = � DT 0�Y �L�T ~DY��XX 0� ;where W = �XX 0� 2 L(F;DT � ~DY )



Lecture 3: Extension and Completion Problems 37is an isometry. This yields F = DTX;where X 2 L(F;DT ). Since W �W = 1,1�X�X = X 0�X 0 � 0;because X 0 2 L(F; ~DY ) and ~DY is a Hilbert space (since Y is a contraction). ThusX is a contraction, and we have obtained the conclusion in case the second of thetwo conditions holds.Conversely, assume that X 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction, and de�ne R by (3.13).Choose Julia operators for T and X as in Theorem 2.11. By that result, R hasdefect spaces ~DR = ~DT � ~DX ;DR = DX :Since ~DX is a Hilbert space, ind� (1�X�X) = 0, and by the index formulas (2.15),ind� (1� R�R) = ind� (1� T �T );ind� (1� RR�) = ind� (1�XX�);ind� F+ ind� (1�XX�) = ind� (1� TT �):The last two identities in the statement of the theorem follow. �Proof of Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Form). On considering adjoints, thisfollows from Theorem 3.2. �Proof of Theorem 3.4 (Generalized Form). It is enough to treat the caseind� (1�A�A) + ind�G = ind� (1� T �T ) <1; (3.17)since if the other condition holds we can apply this result to the adjoint of A. Forman isometric column extension� A~DA� 2 L(H� F;K� G � ~DA)using some choice of a defect operator ~DA 2 L( ~DA;H � F) for A. Write� A~DA� = � C C 0~D�1 ~D�2� ; (3.18)where C = �TG� 2 L(H;K�G)is the �rst column of A and C 0 is the second column of A. The �rst column in(3.18), that is, K = � C~D�1� = 0@ T� G~D�1�1A 2 L(H;K� G � ~DA);is an isometry because it is the restriction of an isometry. Viewing K as a columnextension of T , we may apply Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Form) because (3.17)



38 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyakinsures that the �rst of the two conditions required in that result is met. In fact,since K is an isometry, ind� (1�K�K) = 0, and soind� (1�K�K) + ind� (G� ~DA)= 0 + �ind�G + ind� (1� A�A)� = ind� (1� T �T ) <1:Hence � G~D�1� = V � ~D�T ;where V 2 L(G� ~DA; ~DT ) is a contraction. This implies thatC = �TG� = � TY � ~D�T� ;where Y � = PrG V �. Here Y = V jG 2 L(G; ~DT ) is the restriction of a contraction,and so Y is a contraction. Choose a defect operator ~DY 2 L( ~DY ;G) for Y .Additional information is obtained by viewing A as a row extension of C:A = �T FG H� = ��TG� �FH�� = �C �FH�� :By (3.17) and Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Form),ind� (1�A�A) = ind� (1� T �T )� ind�G = ind� (1�C�C) <1:The hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 (Generalized Form) are met, and thereforeA = �C DCXC� ;where XC 2 L(F;DC) is a contraction. Here we choose DC 2 L(DC;K � G) as inTheorem 2.12, that is, DC = DT � ~DY andDC = � DT 0�Y �L�T ~DY� 2 L(DT � ~DY ;K� G):Then XC has the form XC = �XX 0� ;where X = PrDT XC 2 L(F;DT ) is a contraction because ~DY is a Hilbert space.Let ~DX 2 L( ~DX ;F) be a defect operator for X. Applying Theorem 3.3 (in eitherits simple form or generalized form) to XC , we can write, �nally,X 0 = Z ~D�X ;where Z 2 L( ~DX ; ~DY ) is a Hilbert space contraction. With these choices of X;Y;Z,DCXC = � DT 0�Y �L�T ~DY�� XZ ~D�X� = � DTX�Y �L�TX + ~DY ZD�X� ;and therefore A has the required form.The other direction follows from Theorem 2.13 and the index formulas (2.15),(2.17), and (2.19). �



Lecture 3: Extension and Completion Problems 39Example:Let us return to the example at the beginning of the lecture:C = �TN� 2 L(H;K�G);where T 2 L(H;K) is an isometry with H and K Hilbert spaces and N is a nonzerooperator satisfying N�N = 0: We showed that C is a contractive column extensionof T but not of the form given in Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Form). It is not hardto see why this result is not applicable. The hypotheses state that at least one ofthe conditions ind� (1�C�C) + ind�G = ind� (1� T �T ) <1;ind� (1�CC�) = ind� (1� TT �) <1;holds. However, in this example,ind� (1�C�C) + ind�G > ind� (1� T �T );ind� (1�CC�) > ind� (1� TT �):The �rst relation holds because C and T are contractions and G is not a Hilbertspace (a nonzero operator N with the required properties cannot exist if G is aHilbert space). To verify the second relation, notice that ind� (1 � TT �) = 0because T � is a contraction. It su�ces to show that C� is not a contraction. Oneway to do this to argue that kerC� is not a Hilbert space (see Theorem 2.7). Infact, ker C� = ker �T � N�� contains f0g� ranN , which is a neutral subspace, andso kerC� is not a Hilbert space.There is a more general theory which covers the preceding example and manymore situations (see Dritschel [1993a]). Neutral operators, that is, operators Nsuch that N�N = 0, appear systematically in these more general results. It can beshown that Theorems 3.2{3.4 (Generalized Forms) give exactly the cases in whichthe neutral operators are not present.As indicated at the outset, we have treated just one kind of extension prob-lem. For related material on isometric dilations, commutant lifting, as well asother methods of approach, see, for example, Arov and Grossman [1983], [1992],Constantinescu and Gheondea [1989], [1992], [1993], Dijksma, Marcantognini, andde Snoo [1994], Dijksma, Dritschel, Marcantognini, and de Snoo [1993], Dritscheland Rovnyak [1990], and Marcantognini [1992]. In the Hilbert space case, such ex-tension and completion problems are closely associated with interpolation theory.These problems are more complex in the inde�nite case. They have been success-fully treated by invariant subspace methods in a series of papers by J. A. Ball andJ. W. Helton, including Ball and Helton [1983].



40 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakLecture 4:The Schur AlgorithmKey ideas:� Given Kre��n spaces A and B, a Schur class S(A;B) is de�ned whose ele-ments are holomorphic functions with values in L(A;B) such that the Schuralgorithm and Carath�eodory-Fej�er problem have generalizations.� The approach uses a formal calculus of Julia operators. The calculus is equiv-alent to the choice sequence method of describing extensions of operators.In complex function theory, the Schur class S is de�ned as the set of complex-valued analytic functions s(z) = P1n=0 snzn which are de�ned and bounded byone in the unit disk D = fz : jzj < 1g in the complex plane.Classical Schur algorithm: Given s(z) in S, de�ne s0(z); s1(z); s2(z); : : :in S by writing s0(z) = s(z) ands1(z) = 1z s0(z)� s0(0)1� �s0(0)s0(z) ;s2(z) = 1z s1(z)� s1(0)1� �s1(0)s1(z) ;� � �The sequence is well de�ned. For by assumption, s0(z) belongs to S. If sn(z)belongs to S for some n � 0, then sn+1(z) is in S by Schwarz's lemma. Here sn(0)has modulus at most one because sn(z) is in S; if jsn(0)j = 1, we take sk(z) � 0for all k > n. The numbers �n = sn(0); n � 0; are called the Schur parametersof s(z). They form a sequence f�ng1n=0 in �D such that if j�rj = 1 for some r,then �k = 0 for all k > r. Conversely, every such sequence occurs as the Schurparameters of a unique s(z) in S. The Schur algorithm thus labels S by the set ofsequences f�ng1n=0 of the above type.The Schur algorithmwas introduced by Schur [1917] to study the Carath�eodory-Fej�er problem, and this is still one of its most striking applications. Assume thatnumbers s0; : : : ; sn are given. The Carath�eodory-Fej�er problem asks for conditionsthat there exists a function s(z) in S such that the �rst n + 1 coe�cients in theTaylor series for s(z) are the given numbers. Schur's theorem is that such a functionexists if and only if the lower triangular matrix0BBB@s0s1 s0 0. . . . . .sn s1 s01CCCA



Lecture 4: The Schur Algorithm 41acts as a contraction onCn+1. The Schur algorithm is also closely related to Szeg}o'stheory of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle and interpolation theory.Hilbert space generalizations of these classical theories have been known for along time, and they play an important role in operator theory and its applications.If A and B are Hilbert spaces, the Schur class S(A;B) is de�ned to be the set ofanalytic functions S(z) on D whose values are contractions in L(A;B). The scalartheory can be written in such a way that large portions carry over essentially intactto the Hilbert space case. This de�nition of the Schur class is not suitable for Kre��nspaces, however. For example, it is not natural to require that functions be analyticin the full unit disk in the inde�nite case.Problem. How should the theory of the Schur class be formulated for functionswhose values are Kre��n space operators?The generalized Schur class is de�ned in De�nition 4.6, after suitable prepa-ration. Our approach is essentially the choice sequence method of Bakonyi andConstantinescu [1992], with the main constructions encoded in a formal calculus ofJulia operators. In one key place, we use the extension theory from Lecture 3. Fulldetails may be found in Christner and Rovnyak [to appear].The Schur algorithm was studied in an inde�nite setting by Ivanchenko [1979].An approach by reproducing kernel spaces is given in Alpay and Dym [1986], [1992].Our interest in inde�nite generalizations of the Schur algorithm was sparked, inpart, from an appearance of a variant of the algorithm in a coe�cient problem forunivalent functions (Christner, Li, and Rovnyak [1994]); inde�nite inner productsare central here also, but there are di�erences with the present situation, suchas the use of composition operators. For the Hilbert space generalization of theSchur algorithm, see the books of Bakonyi and Constantinescu [1992] and Dubovoj,Fritzsche, and Kirstein [1992]. Additional references may be found in the historicalaccounts in Herglotz, Schur, et al. [1991] and the book review Rovnyak [1994].To begin, assume that we are given Kre��n spaces A0;A1; : : : and B0;B1; : : :and a sequence of Julia operators��0 �00 �0� 2 L(A0 �B1;B0 �A1);��1 �11 �1� 2 L(A1 �B2;B1 �A2);� � ���j �jj �j� 2 L(Aj �Bj+1;Bj �Aj+1);� � �
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>; (4.1)Put A = A0 and B = B0:No other assumptions are made at this point: the key hypothesis is the particularway in which the domains of the Julia operators are linked.The sequence (4.1) is used in Theorems 4.1{4.4. For simplicity, we assume thatthe sequence is in�nite. However, the main constructions are recursive and depend



42 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyakonly on segments, so essentially everything that we say applies to sequences of theform (4.1) which terminate. De�ne a Julia operator� Rk DRk~D�Rk �L�Rk�= 0BBBBBBB@�1 �11 �1 01 10 . . . 11CCCCCCCA0BBBBBBB@1 �2 �22 �2 010 . . . 11CCCCCCCA� � �0BBBBBBB@1 1 01 . . .0 �k �kk �k1CCCCCCCA= 0BBBBBB@��1 �1�2 �1�2�3 : : : �1�2 � � � �k�1�k� (�1�2 � � � �k)0BBB@1 �1�2 �1�2�3 : : : �1�2 � � � �k�1�k0 2 �2�3 : : : �2�3 � � � �k�1�k... ... ... ...0 0 0 : : : k 1CCCA 0BBB@�1�2 � � � �k�2�3 � � � �k...�k 1CCCA1CCCCCCAwith domain (A1 � � � � � Ak)�DRk = (A1 � � � � �Ak)�Bk+1 and rangeB1 � ~DRk = B1 � (A2 � � � � �Ak+1) :Similarly,� Ck DCk~D�Ck �L�Ck�= 0BBBBBBBB@0BBBBB@ �1�21�321...�kk�1 � � � 11CCCCCA 0BBBBB@ �1 0 : : : 0�2�1 �2 : : : 0�32�1 �3�2 : : : 0... ... ...�kk�1 � � � 2�1 �kk�1 � � � 3�2 : : : �k1CCCCCA(kk�1 � � � 1) �kk�1 � � � 2�1 kk�1 � � � 3�2 : : : �k� 1CCCCCCCCA= 0BBBBBBB@1 1 01 . . .0 �k �kk �k1CCCCCCCA� � �0BBBBBBB@1 �2 �22 �2 010 . . . 11CCCCCCCA0BBBBBBB@�1 �11 �1 01 10 . . . 11CCCCCCCAis a Julia operator with domain A1 �DCk = A1 � (B2 � � � � �Bk+1) and range(B1 � � � � �Bk)� ~DCk = (B1 � � � � �Bk)� Ak+1:



Lecture 4: The Schur Algorithm 43Theorem 4.1 In the situation just described, construct Julia operators� Tk DTk~D�Tk �L�Tk� 2 L(Ak+1 �DTk ;Bk+1 � ~DTk);~DTk = A1 � � � � �Ak+1;DTk = B1 � � � � �Bk+1;for 0 � k � r by setting� T0 DT0~D�T0 �L�T0� = ��0 �00 �0�and� Tk DTk~D�Tk �L�Tk� = 0BB@1 0 0 00 �0 �0 00 0 �0 00 0 0 11CCA0BB@1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 Rk DRk0 0 ~D�Rk �L�Rk1CCA0BB@ Tk�1 0 DTk�1 00 1 0 0~D�Tk�1 0 �L�Tk�1 00 0 0 11CCAfor 1 � k � r. Then for 1 � k � r,� Tk DTk~D�Tk �L�Tk� = 0BB@1 0 0 00 Tk�1 DTk�1 00 ~D�Tk�1 �L�Tk�1 00 0 0 11CCA0BB@1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 Ck DCk0 0 ~D�Ck �L�Ck1CCA0BB@�0 0 �0 00 1 0 00 0 �0 00 0 0 11CCAThe theorem is proved by an inductive argument (Christner and Rovnyak [toappear]). It would be interesting to have a more conceptual proof. For example, isthere a systems explanation?On expanding the matrix products, we obtain� Tk DTk~D�Tk �L�Tk� = 0BBBBBBB@0@ Tk�1 0�0Rk ~D�Tk�1 �01A 0@ DTk�1 0��0RkL�Tk�1 �0DRk1A0@�0Rk ~D�Tk�1 0~D�Rk ~D�Tk�1 01A 0@��0RkL�Tk�1 �0DRk� ~D�RkL�Tk�1 LRk 1A1CCCCCCCAand� Tk DTk~D�Tk �L�Tk� = 0BBBBBB@  �0 0DTk�1Ck0 Tk�1!  �0 0DTk�1Ck�0 DTk�1DCk!0@�L�Tk�1Ck0 ~D�Tk�1~D�Ck0 0 1A 0@�L�Tk�1Ck�0 �L�Tk�1DCk~D�Ck�0 �L�Ck 1A1CCCCCCA :These relations concisely summarize many useful identities. For example, they giverecursive formulas for the operators Tk, DTk , and ~DTk . They give two di�erent setsof formulas for these operators, and the fact that the sets are identical gives otherrelations.



44 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakIt is not apparent in Theorem 4.1 why the operators T0; T1; T2; : : : should beof interest. The reason is that they have a Toeplitz structure.Theorem 4.2 In Theorem 4:1, there exist operators S0; : : : ; Sr in L(A;B)such that Tk = 0BBB@S0S1 S0 0. . . . . .Sk S1 S01CCCAfor each k = 0; : : : ; r.This is also proved by induction. The recursive formulas for Tk, DTk , and ~DTkdescribed above lead to similar formulas for the operators S0; S1; : : : . Closed formexpressions for S0; S1; : : : can be given. De�ne formal matrices b�0 b�0b0 b�0! = 0BBBBB@ ��0� ��0 0 0 : : : �0BBB@000... 1CCCA 0BBB@�0 0 0 : : :0 1 0 : : :0 0 1 : : :: : : . . .1CCCA1CCCCCAand X = 0BBBBBBB@�1 �11 �1 01 10 1 . . .1CCCCCCCA0BBBBBBB@1 �2 �22 �2 010 1 . . .1CCCCCCCA � � � :The de�nition of X is meaningful because each term in the expansion of the productinvolves only a �nite number of algebraic expressions.Theorem 4.3 Let S(z) = S0 + S1z + S2z2 + � � � , where S0; S1; S2; : : : are theoperators in Theorem 4:2. ThenS(z) = b�0 + zb�0X �1� zb�0X��1 b0in the sense of formal power series.The theorem asserts that S0 = b�0and Sn = b�0X �b�0X�n�1 b0; n � 1:The proof is mainly a matter of algebra proceeding from the recursive constructionof the coe�cients.



Lecture 4: The Schur Algorithm 45The structure of the coe�cients S0; S1; : : : in S(z) described in Theorem 4.3leads to a linear fractional representation.Theorem 4.4 De�ne S(z) from the Julia operators��0 �00 �0� ; ��1 �11 �1� ; ��2 �22 �2� ; : : :in the manner described in Theorem 4.3. In a similar way, de�ne S0(z) from theshifted sequence ��1 �11 �1� ; ��2 �22 �2� ; : : : :Then S(z) and S0(z) are related byS(z) = �0 + z�0S0(z) (1� z�0S0(z))�1 0:Theorems 4.1{4.4 are much more general than we need for the application tothe Schur algorithm. In (4.1) we assume that A0;A1;A2; : : : and B0;B1;B2; : : :are Kre��n spaces. An interesting special case arises when A1;A2; : : : andB1;B2; : : :are Hilbert spaces. In this situation, A = A0 and B = B0 are Kre��n spaces havingthe same negative index. In fact, by the unitarity of the �rst Julia operator in (4.1),ind� A0 = ind� (A0 �B1) = ind� (A0 �B1) = ind�B0because A1 and B1 are Hilbert spacesTheorem 4.5 Let A = A0 and B = B0 be Kre��n spaces having the samenegative index, and let A1;A2; : : : and B1;B2; : : : be Hilbert spaces. Let (4:1) be asequence of Julia operators using these spaces, and de�neS(z) = S0 + S1z + S2z2 + � � �as in Theorems 4.1{4.4. Then for each k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ,Tk = 0BBB@S0S1 S0 0. . . . . .Sk S1 S01CCCAis a bicontraction on Ak+1 to Bk+1.In the statement of the theorem, Ak+1 and Bk+1 denote (k+1)-fold Cartesianproducts of A and B. The proof of the theorem is very easy.Proof. Let k be any nonnegative integer. By Theorem 4.1, we may choose aJulia operator for Tk with defect spaces given by~DTk = A1 � � � � �Ak+1;DTk = B1 � � � � �Bk+1:Our hypotheses imply that these are Hilbert spaces, and so Tk is a bicontractionby Theorem 2.3. �



46 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakIn view of these results, we are now able to propose a de�nition of the Schurclass S(A;B) when A and B are Kre��n spaces:De�nition 4.6 Let A and B be Kre��n spaces having the same negative index.By the Schur class S(A;B) we mean the set of all formal power seriesS(z) = 1Xn=0 Snznwith coe�cients in L(A;B) such that for each k = 0; 1; 2; : : : , the matrixTk = 0BBB@S0S1 S0 0. . . . . .Sk S1 S01CCCAis a bicontraction on Ak+1 to Bk+1.The condition thatA andB have the same negative index is necessary to insurethat the Schur class S(A;B) is nontrivial. For if S(A;B) contains a single elementS(z) =P1n=0 Snzn, then ind� A = ind�Bby Theorem 2.8, because T0 = S0 is a bicontraction on A toB. When the conditionis satis�ed, Theorem 4.5 provides a rich class of examples of elements S(z) ofS(A;B).A number of questions arise.Question (1): Does every function S(z) in S(A;B) have the form describedin Theorem 4.5? The answer is a�rmative:Every S(z) in S(A;B) is obtained as in Theorem 4.5 for some sequence of Juliaoperators ��n �nn �n� 2 L(An �Bn+1;Bn �An+1); n � 0; (4.2)such that A1;A2; : : : and B1;B2; : : : are Hilbert spaces.The proof uses an extension theorem of the type discussed in Lecture 3: LetA1 2 L(H1) and A2 2 L(H2) be bicontractions, and choose defect operators ~DA1 2L( ~DA1 ;H1) and DA2 2 L(DA2 ;H2) for A�1 and A2. An operator�A1 0Q A2� 2 L(H1 �H2;K1 � K2)is a bicontraction if and only if Q = DA2Y ~D�A1 ;where Y 2 L( ~DA1 ;DA2 ) is a bicontraction. This result is an easy consequence oftheorems in Lecture 3.Now suppose that S(z) = S0 + S1z +S2z2 + � � � . We choose �0 = S0 and takethe �rst term of the sequence (4.2) to be any Julia operator��0 �00 �0� 2 L(A0 �B1;B0 � A1)



Lecture 4: The Schur Algorithm 47for �0. Since �0 is bicontraction by assumption, A1 andB1 are Hilbert spaces. Thenext Julia operator is obtained by applying the extension theorem to the triangularmatrix �A1 0Q A2� = �S0 0S1 S0� :The extension theorem gives a factorizationS1 = �0�10;where �1 2 L(A1;B1) is a bicontraction (in fact, a Hilbert space contraction). Forthe second term of the sequence (4.2), we choose any Julia operator��1 �11 �1� 2 L(A1 �B2;B1 � A2)for �1. The new spaces A2 and B2 are Hilbert spaces because �1 is a Hilbert spacecontraction.The construction proceeds recursively. In the general step, we apply the exten-sion theorem to the triangular matrix�A1 0Q A2� = 0BBBBB@ S0 00BBB@ S1S2...Sk+11CCCA 0BBB@S0S1 S0 0. . . . . .Sk S1 S01CCCA1CCCCCA :A certain amount of algebra is needed to see that the pattern persists (see Christnerand Rovnyak [to appear], Th. 4.3).Question (2): Can two essentially di�erent sequences of Julia operators leadto the same element S(z) of S(A;B) in Theorem 4.5? The answer here is nega-tive. An element S(z) of S(A;B) determines the sequence of Julia operators up toisomorphisms between the defect spaces. See Christner and Rovnyak [to appear],Th. 4.4.Question (3): Does the de�nition of S(A;B) agree with the previous one whenA and B are Hilbert spaces? Here the answer is a�rmative and a consequence ofknown Hilbert space theorems as well as results given below.Generalized Schur algorithm:One can ask more broadly if the Schur class S(A;B) has properties analogousto the scalar and Hilbert space cases. The Schur algorithm is one test. We shallcon�rm that this test is passed.First note that Theorems 4.1{4.4 apply in particular to the Schur class S(A;B).The information can be put into this form.



48 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakTheorem 4.7 (Christner [1993]) Let A and B be Kre��n spaces having the samenegative index. Let S0 2 L(A;B) be a bicontraction with Julia operator�S0 D0~D�0 �L�0� 2 L(A�D0;B � ~D0):(1) If S0(z) belongs to S( ~D0;D0), thenS(z) = S0 + zD0S0(z) (1 + zL�0S0(z))�1 ~D�0de�nes an element of S(A;B) such that S(0) = S0. (2) Every S(z) in S(A;B) withS(0) = S0 has this form, and the choice of S0(z) in S( ~D0;D0) is unique when theJulia operator for S0 is �xed.One consequence is that the elements S(z) of the Schur class S(A;B) representanalytic functions in a neighborhood of the origin. For since ~D0 and D0 are Hilbertspaces, S( ~D0;D0) is the set of analytic functions on the unit disk whose valuesare contraction operators in L( ~D0;D0). Analyticity in a neighborhood of the origintherefore follows from the linear fractional representation in part (1) of the theorem.The Schur algorithm in the Kre��n space setting exactly follows the Hilbert spacecase, which is given in Bakonyi and Constantinescu [1992] and Dubovoj, Fritzsche,and Kirstein [1992]. Let A and B be Kre��n spaces having the same negative index,and assume that S(z) belongs to S(A;B). Set A0 = A and B0 = B. De�neS0(z) 2 S(A0;B0) and �0 2 L(A0;B0) byS0(z) = S(z) and �0 = S0(0);and choose a Julia operator��0 �00 �0� 2 L(A0 �B1;B0 �A1):The defect spaces A1 and B1 are Hilbert spaces because �0 is a bicontraction.By Theorem 4.7, there is a unique solution S1(z) 2 S(A1;B1) of the functionalequation S0(z) = �0 + z�0S1(z) (1� z�0S1(z))�1 0:Set �1 = S1(0), and then choose a Julia operator for �1 with defect Hilbert spacesA2 and B2 and repeat the construction. For the inductive step, suppose that foreach k = 0; : : : ; n, we have chosen Sk(z) 2 S(Ak;Bk) and a Julia operator��k �kk �k� 2 L(Ak �Bk+1;Bk � Ak+1)such that �k = Sk(0) and Ak+1 and Bk+1 are Hilbert spaces. Use Theorem 4.7 tochoose Sk+1(z) 2 S(Ak+1;Bk+1) such thatSk(z) = �k + z�kSk+1(z) (1� z�kSk+1(z))�1 k:Set �k+1 = Sk+1(0) and choose a Julia operator for �k+1 with new defect Hilbertspaces Ak+2 and Bk+2 to complete the inductive construction. The constructionproduces a sequence Sn(z) 2 S(An;Bn); n � 0:



Lecture 4: The Schur Algorithm 49The operators��n �nn �n� 2 L(An �Bn+1;Bn �An+1); n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;which arise in the construction are called the Schur parameters of S(z). For aparallel with the classical case, we also call�0; �1; �2; : : :the Schur parameters of S(z) with a choice of Julia operators understood.The Schur parameters of an element S(z) of S(A;B) are de�ned up to replace-ment of domain spaces by isomorphic copies. If we identify such sequences, thenour results show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the Schur classS(A;B) and the set of sequences of Julia operators��n �nn �n� 2 L(An �Bn+1;Bn �An+1); n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;such that A0 = A, B0 = B, and A1;A2; : : : and B1;B2; : : : are Hilbert spaces.This version of the Schur algorithm can be used as in the scalar and Hilbertspace cases. A great number of familiar constructions can be extended to theinde�nite setting. For example, we obtain a Kre��n space generalization of Schur'stheorem.Theorem 4.8 Let S0; : : : ; Sr be given operators in L(A;B), where A and Bare Kre��n spaces having the same negative index. The operators occur as the initialsegment of coe�cients of an element S(z) in S(A;B) if and only ifTr = 0BBB@S0S1 S0 0. . . . . .Sr S1 S01CCCAis a bicontraction on Ar+1 to Br+1.It is instructive to see how the classical Schur algorithm is recovered fromthe generalized Schur algorithm. As before, write S for S(A;B) when A and Bcoincide with the complex numbers in the Euclidean metric. Start with an elements0(z) = s(z) of S. Then �0 = s0(0) is a number of modulus at most one. Choosethe Julia operator ��0 �00 �0� = ��0 �0��0 ���0� ;where �0 is any complex number such that j�0j2 = 1 � j�0j2: Then s1(z) is thesolution of the equations0(z) = �0 + z�0s1(z) (1� z�0s1(z))�1 0= �0 + zj�0j2s1(z) (1 + z��0s1(z))�1 ;and therefore s0(z)� �0z = j�0j2s1(z)1 + z��0s1(z) :



50 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakSolving, we get s1(z) = 1z s0(z)� s0(0)1� �s0(0)s0(z) ;in agreement with the construction at the beginning of this lecture. The Kre��nspace Schur algorithm thus reduces to the classical Schur algorithm in the scalarcase.In the Hilbert space case, the main ideas in this lecture also appear in thecontext of commutant lifting. For example, see Foia�s and Frazho [1990]. A Kre��nspace generalization of the commutant lifting theorem is known (see, for example,Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990]). We believe that commutant lifting has the potentialto provide a viable approach to the Schur theory in the inde�nite setting as well.In Lecture 5 we present another approach to the Schur class, based on repro-ducing kernel Pontryagin spaces and colligations, which gives new information andleads to further generalizations.



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 51Lecture 5:Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spacesand ColligationsKey ideas:� For each nonnegative integer �, a generalized Schur class S�(A;B) is de�nedin such a way that S0(A;B) = S(A;B) is the Schur class de�ned in Lecture 4.The approach uses kernels such as KS(w; z) = [1 � S(z)S(w)�]=(1� z �w).� Such kernels and associatedHilbert and Pontryagin reproducing kernel spacesare studied by means of representations S(z) = �V (z) as characteristic func-tions of colligations V .The purpose of this lecture is to arrive at a de�nition of the generalized Schurclass S�(A;B), where � is any nonnegative integer. In the course of doing this, weshall simultaneously show a means to derive the main properties of such classes.Vector-valued functions will take their values in Pontryagin spaces which aredenoted A and B and called coe�cient spaces. For simplicity, we assume thatind�A = ind�B:A coe�cient space C is also used and can be thought of as either A or B, or theirdirect sum. For any coe�cient space C, if b 2 C, de�ne b� to be the linear functionalon C such that b�a = ha; biC; a 2 C:If C is a �nite-dimensional space of column vectors, we can interpret b� as theconjugate transpose of b and b�a as a matrix product. The theory is mainly writtenfor a more general situation in which coe�cient spaces are Kre��n spaces, and it isonly in a few places where there is any di�erence. However, it will simplify theexposition to restrict the discussion throughout to Pontryagin spaces A and Bhaving the same negative index.LetK(w; z) be a function with values in L(C) de�ned on 
�
 for some region
 in the complex plane (a region is an open connected set). Assume thatK(w; z)� = K(z;w); w; z 2 
;and thatK(w; z) is analytic in z for each �xed w and analytic in �w for each �xed z.We shall call such a function a hermitian analytic kernel, or for the purpose ofthis lecture just a kernel. We say that K(w; z) has � negative squares on 
 iffor any �nite set w1; : : : ; wn 2 
 and vectors c1; : : : ; cn 2 C, the matrix�c�iK(wj ; wi)cj�ni;j=1has at most � negative eigenvalues, and at least one such matrix has exactly �negative eigenvalues. Eigenvalues are counted according to multiplicity. Writesq�K = �



52 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyakif the condition holds and sq�K =1 if no such � exists. A kernel K(w; z) is saidto be positive if sq�K = 0, that is,nXi;j=1 c�iK(wj; wi)cj � 0for any �nite set w1; : : : ; wn 2 
 and vectors c1; : : : ; cn 2 C.Let H be a Pontryagin space of C-valued holomorphic functions on a region 
in the complex plane. Assume that for any point w 2 
,(af + bg)(w) = af(w) + bg(w)for all complex numbers a; b and all f; g 2 H. A kernel K(w; z) on 
 � 
 withvalues in L(C) is said to be a reproducing kernel for H if for each w 2 
 andc 2 C, K(w; z)c belongs to H as a function of z, andhh(�);K(w; �)ciH = c�h(w)for every h(�) in H.Theorem 5.1 (1) A Pontryagin space H of holomorphic C-valued functionson a region 
 has a reproducing kernel K(w; z) if and only if for each w 2 
,the evaluation mapping h! h(w) acts continuously from H into C. A reproducingkernel is unique when it exists.(2) Let K(w; z) be a kernel on 
�
 with values in L(C) having a �nite numberof negative squares. Then there is a unique Pontryagin space H of holomorphic C-valued functions on 
 with reproducing kernel K(w; z), and ind�H = sq�K.Most of the details are straightforward and follow the Hilbert space case. Weprove one part where the inde�niteness of the inner product comes into play. SeeSorjonen [1975] for a full treatment.Proof, existence part of (2). We are given a kernel K(w; z) having a �nitenumber of negative squares, say �, and we wish to construct a Pontryagin space Hfor which K(w; z) is a reproducing kernel and sq�K = �. We take this as knownin the case � = 0 and reduce the general case to this.Let H0 be the linear span of functions K(w; �)c with w in 
 and c 2 C. De�nean inner product on H0 by requiring that* nXj=1 K(wj; �)cj ; nXi=1 K(wi; �)ci+H0 = nXi;j=1 c�iK(wj; wi)cjwhenever w1; : : : ; wn 2 
 and c1; : : : ; cn 2 C. As in the positive case, it is not hardto see that the inner product is well de�ned.Since K(w; z) has � negative squares, we may choose �1; : : : ; �p 2 
 and'1; : : : ; 'p 2 C such that the matrix �'�iK(�j ; �i)'j�pi;j=1 has � negative eigenval-ues �1; : : : ; ��. Let 0B@11...1p1CA ; : : : ;0B@�1...�p1CA



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 53be orthonormal eigenvectors for these eigenvalues. Thenu1(�) = 11K(�1; �)'1 + � � � + 1pK(�p; �)'p;� � �u�(�) = �1K(�1; �)'1 + � � � + �pK(�p; �)'p;belong to H0 and satisfyhuj(�); ui(�)iH0 = �j �ij ; i; j = 1; : : : ; �:Hence these functions span a �-dimensional subspace H� of H0. Taken in the innerproduct of H0, H� is the antispace of a Hilbert space with reproducing kernelK�(w; z) = �Xj=1 1�j uj(z)uj(w)�; w; z 2 
:In a similar way, we can show that because sq�K = �, no subspace of H0 ofdimension greater than � can be the antispace of a Hilbert space in the innerproduct of H0.Now de�ne K+(w; z) = K(w; z) �K�(w; z);and let H0+ be the span of functions K+(w; �)c with w in 
 and c in C. Thissubspace is orthogonal to H� in H0. Iff(�) = nXj=1 K+(wj; �)aj ; g(�) = nXi=1 K+(wi; �)biwhere w1; : : : ; wn belong to 
 and a1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bn are in C, thenhf(�); g(�)iH0 = * nXj=1 K(wj; �)aj � nXj=1 K�(wj; �)aj ;nXi=1 K(wi; �)bi � nXi=1 K�(wi; �)bi+H0= nXi;j=1 b�iK(wj; wi)aj � nXi;j=1 bi�K�(wj; wi)aj� nXi;j=1 bi�K�(wj; wi)aj + nXi;j=1 bi�K�(wj; wi)aj= nXi;j=1 b�iK+(wj; wi)aj :If K+(w; z) is not positive, we can �nd �1; : : : ; �q in 
 and  1; : : : ;  q in C suchthat the element u�+1(�) =Pqi=1 K+(�i; �) i of H0+ satis�eshu�+1(�); u�+1(�)iH0 = qXi;j=1  �iK+(�i; �j) j < 0:



54 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakThen the span of H� and u�+1(�) is a (�+ 1)-dimensional subspace of H0 which isthe antispace of a Hilbert space. As noted above, this contradicts our hypothesisthat sq�K = �. Therefore K+(w; z) is positive.Since we assume that the assertion is true in the case � = 0, H0+ is containedas a dense set in a Hilbert space H+ of holomorphic functions on 
 with reproduc-ing kernel K+(w; z). De�ne a Pontryagin space H such that H� are isometricallycontained in H and H = H+�H�. Since H� have reproducing kernels K�(w; z), Hhas reproducing kernel K(w; z) = K+(w; z) +K�(w; z):This completes the existence part of the proof. �We are concerned with kernels determined by a holomorphic function S(z)which is de�ned on a region 
(S) in the complex plane whose values are operatorsin L(A;B). Recall our standing assumption that A and B are Pontryagin spaceshaving the same negative index. We assume also that 
(S) contains the origin andis a subset of the unit disk. De�ne~S(z) = S(�z)�; z 2 
( ~S);where 
(~S) is the set of conjugates of numbers in 
(S). Then in a neighborhoodof the origin, ~S(z) = S�0 + S�1z + S�2z2 + � � �if S(z) = S0 + S1z + S2z2 + � � � : SetKS(w; z) = 1� S(z)S(w)�1� z �w ;K ~S(w; z) = 1� ~S(z) ~S(w)�1� z �w ;and DS(w; z) = 0BB@ KS(w; z) S(z)� S( �w)z � �w~S(z)� ~S( �w)z � �w K ~S(w; z) 1CCA ;D ~S(w; z) = 0BB@ K ~S(w; z) ~S(z)� ~S( �w)z � �wS(z)� S( �w)z � �w KS(w; z) 1CCA :For example, the domain of KS(w; z) is the set of all pairs (w; z) with w; z 2 
(S),and the values of KS(w; z) are operators in L(B). The domain of DS(w; z) is theset of all pairs (w; z) with w; z 2 
(S) \ 
( ~S), and the values of DS(w; z) areoperators in L(B� A). Observe thatsq�D ~S = sq�DS � 1and sq�KS � sq�DS ;sq�K ~S � sq�D ~S :



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 55De�nition 5.2 In the preceding notation, de�ne Pontryagin spaces(1) H(S) with reproducing kernel KS(w; z) if sq�KS <1, and(2) D(S) with reproducing kernel DS(w; z) if sq�DS <1.Spaces H( ~S) and D( ~S) with reproducing kernels K ~S(w; z) and D ~S(w; z) are de�nedanalogously when sq�K ~S <1 and sq�D ~S <1.Our account of these spaces follows a manuscript by Alpay, Dijksma, andde Snoo [1994]. A new version will appear in Alpay, Dijksma, Rovnyak, and de Snoo[in preparation]. The approach is based on the notion of a colligation. In operatortheory, the term \colligation" has come to mean a particular group of operatorswhich arise both in the study of nonselfadjoint operators and in the theory of linearsystems. A standard source is the survey article by M. S. Brodski�� [1978]. �Curgus,Dijksma, Langer, and de Snoo [1988] and Dijksma, Langer, and de Snoo [1986]adapt the theory to the inde�nite setting.An operator colligation is a quadruple (H;F;G; V ) consisting of three Kre��nspaces, the state space H, the inner or incoming space F, and the outer oroutgoing space G, and a connecting operatorV = �T FG H� 2 L(H� F;H �G):We call T the main operator for the colligation. We say that the colligation isisometric, coisometric, or unitary according as the connecting operator V isisometric, coisometric, or unitary. When there is no possibility of ambiguity, wesometimes identify the colligation (H;F;G; V ) by its connecting operator V . Thecharacteristic function of the colligation is�V (z) = H + zG(1� zT )�1Fwhich is a holomorphic function with values in L(F;G) de�ned in a neighborhoodof the origin. The precise domain of the characteristic function is taken to be thecomponent of the origin in the set of complex numbers z such that(1� zT )�1exists as a continuous everywhere de�ned operator. A colligation (H;F;G; V ) issaid to be closely inner connected, closely outer connected, and closelyconnected according asH = span fran TmF : m � 0g ;H = span fran T �nG� : n � 0g ;H = span fran TmF; ran T �nG� : m;n � 0g :The terms \inner" and \outer" refer to the inner and outer spaces F and G of thecolligation. In systems theory, the terms \controllable" and \observable" are alsoused for \closely inner connected" and \closely outer connected." The characteristicfunction of a colligation is also called a \transfer function."



56 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakWe use colligations to construct examples of kernels having a �nite number ofnegative squares.Theorem 5.3 Let V = �T FG H� 2 L(H� A;H�B):be a colligation such that H is a Pontryagin space. Assume thatS(z) = �V (z); z 2 
(S);is the restriction of the characteristic function of V to a subregion 
(S) of the unitdisk which contains the origin.(1) If V � is isometric, thenKS(w; z) = G(1� zT )�1(1� �wT �)�1G�; w; z 2 
(S);and sq�KS � ind� H. Equality holds if the colligation is closely outer connected,and in this case there is an isomorphism W mapping H onto H(S) such thatW : (1� �wT �)�1G�b! KS(w; �)b; w 2 
(S); b 2 B:(2) If V is isometric, thenK ~S(w; z) = F �(1� zT �)�1(1� �wT )�1F; w; z 2 
( ~S);and sq�K ~S � ind� H. Equality holds if the colligation is closely inner connected,and then there is an isomorphism W mapping H onto H( ~S) such thatW : (1� �wT )�1Fa! K ~S(w; �)a; w 2 
( ~S); a 2 A:(3) If V is unitary, then for all w; z 2 
(S)\
( ~S),DS(w; z) = � G (1� zT )�1F �(1� zT �)�1��(1� �wT �)�1G� (1� �wT )�1F�;D ~S(w; z) = �F �(1� zT �)�1G (1� zT )�1 ��(1� �wT )�1F (1� �wT �)�1G��;and sq�DS = sq�D ~S � ind�H. Equality holds if the colligation is closely con-nected, and then there are isomorphisms W and ~W mapping H onto D(S) and D( ~S)such that W : �(1� �wT �)�1G� (1� �wT )�1F��ba�! DS(w; �)�ba� ;~W : �(1� �wT )�1F (1� �wT �)�1G���ab�! D ~S(w; �)�ab� ;for all w; z 2 
(S) \
( ~S), a 2 A, and b 2 B.



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 57Proof of identities. Since V � is isometric,TT � + FF � = 1;GG� +HH� = 1;GT � +HF � = 0:Therefore(1� z �w)KS(w; z)= 1� hH + zG(1� zT )�1F ihH� + �wF �(1� �wT �)�1G�i= 1�HH� � �wHF �(1� �wT �)�1G� � zG(1� zT )�1FH��z �wG(1� zT )�1FF �(1� �wT �)�1G�= GG� + �wGT �(1� �wT �)�1G� + zG(1� zT )�1TG��z �wG(1� zT )�1(1� TT �)(1� �wT �)�1G�= G(1� zT )�1n(1� zT )(1� �wT �) + (1� zT ) �wT �zT (1� �wT �)� z �w(1� TT �)o(1� �wT �)�1G�= (1� z �w)G(1� zT )�1(1� �wT �)�1G�for all w; z 2 
(S). This proves the identity in (1).The identity in (2) follows on applying (1) with V replaced by V �.The formulas for DS(w; z) and D ~S(w; z) in (3) follow from (1) and (2) togetherwith the identitiesS(z)� S( �w)z � �w = G(1� zT )�1(1� �wT )�1F;~S(z)� ~S( �w)z � �w = F �(1� zT �)�1(1� �wT �)�1G�;which we derive in a similar way. �Given S(z), the question arises if there exists a colligation V such thatS(z) = �V (z):This is the realization problem. The existence question asks if such a colligation canbe found which is isometric, coisometric, or unitary. The corresponding uniquenessquestion is to determine if two such colligations are essentially the same.Theorem 5.4 Let S(z) be a holomorphic function de�ned on a subregion 
(S)of the unit disk containing the origin and taking values in L(A;B). If KS(w; z) hasa �nite number of negative squares, there exists a coisometric and closely outerconnected colligationV = �T FG H� 2 L(H(S)�A;H(S)�B)



58 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyaksuch that (Th)(z) = h(z)� h(0)z ;(Fa)(z) = S(z)� S(0)z a;Gh = h(0);Ha = S(0)a;for all h in H(S) and a in A. The characteristic function of the colligation coincideswith S(z) on the set where both are de�ned:S(z) = �V (z); z 2 
(S)\
(�V ): (5.1)For all h in H(S), the relation((1�wT )�1h)(z) = zh(z)� wh(w)z �wholds for all z 2 
(S) and w 2 
(S)\ 
(�V ). Moreover(1� �wT �)�1G�b = KS(w; �)bfor all w in 
(S) \
(�V ) and b 2 B.The realization (5.1) is of the type which is described in Theorem 5.3(1). In acertain natural sense which we shall not make precise, there is an essentially uniquecoisometric closely outer connected colligation V whose characteristic function hasthe form (5.1). The colligation constructed in Theorem 5.4 is called the canonicalcoisometric colligation associated with S(z).Proof. Let R be the linear relation in �H(S)�B� � �H(S)�A� spanned bythe pairs 0B@0B@KS(�; �)u1u2 1CA ; 0B@KS(�; �) �KS(0; �)�� u1 +KS(0; �)u2S(�)� � S(0)��� u1 + S(0)�u2 1CA1CAwith 0 6= � 2 
(S) and u1; u2 2 B. Let0BBB@0BB@KS(�; �)v1v2 1CCA ; 0BBB@KS(�; �)�KS(0; �)�� v1 +KS(0; �)v2S(�)� � S(0)��� v1 + S(0)�v2 1CCCA1CCCA



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 59be a second pair with 0 6= � 2 
(S) and v1; v2 2 B. Straightforward algebra yieldsthe identity*0B@KS(�; �) �KS(0; �)�� u1 +KS(0; �)u2S(�)� � S(0)��� u1 + S(0)�u2 1CA;0BBB@KS(�; �)�KS(0; �)�� v1 +KS(0; �)v2S(�)� � S(0)��� v1 + S(0)�v2 1CCCA+H(S)�A= 1�� � �v�1KS(�; �)u1 � v�1KS(0; �)u1 � v�1KS(�; 0)u1 + v�1KS(0; 0)u1�+1� �v�1KS(0; �)u2 � v�1KS(0; 0)u2� + 1���v�2KS(�; 0)u1 � v�2KS(0; 0)u1�+v�2KS(0; 0)u2 + v�1 S(�)� S(0)� S(�)� � S(0)��� u1+v�1 S(�)� S(0)� S(0)�u2 + v�2S(0) S(�)� � S(0)��� u1 + v�2S(0)S(0)�u2= v�1KS(�; �)u1 + v�2u2= *�KS(�; �)u1u2 � ;�KS(�; �)v1v2 �+H(S)�B :It follows that R is an isometric relation in�H(S)�B� � �H(S)�A�:The domain of R is easily seen to be dense in H(S) � B. Since we assume thatA and B are Pontryagin spaces having the same negative index, by the version ofShmul0yan's theorem given in Theorem 2.10 (alternative form), the closure of R isthe graph of an isometryV � = �T � G�F � H�� 2 L(H(S)�B;H(S)�A):This completes the de�nition of the colligation.Suppose that �T FG H� : �ha�! �kb� ;where h; k 2 H(S), a 2 A, and b 2 B. Then for any 0 6= � 2 
(�) and u1; u2 2 B,



60 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyaku�1k(�) + u�2b = *�k(�)b � ;�KS(�; �)u1u2 �+H(S)�B= *0B@h(�)a 1CA ;0B@KS(�; �) �KS(0; �)�� u1 +KS(0; �)u2S(�)� � S(0)��� u1 + S(0)�u2 1CA+H(S)�A= u�1 h(�)� h(0)� + u�2h(0) + u�1S(�)� S(0)� a + u�2S(0)a:By the arbitrariness of u1; u2, the formulas for T; F;G;H in the statement of thetheorem follow.To see that V is closely outer connected, we must show that the only element hin H(S) which is orthogonal to the range of T �nG� for all n � 0 is the zero element.The conditions imply thatTnh ? KS(0; �)b; n � 0; b 2 B:Since T acts as the di�erence quotient operator at the origin, this implies that hand all of its derivatives are zero at the origin. Therefore h � 0 in a neighborhoodof the origin, and since 
(S) is a region and hence connected, h is the zero elementof H(S). Thus V is closely outer connected.If 0 6= w 2 
(S) \
(�V ) and h in H(S) and (1�wT )�1h = g; thenh(z) = g(z)�wg(z)� g(0)zon 
(S). Setting z = w, we �nd that g(0) = h(w) and henceg(z) = zh(z)� wh(w)z �won 
(S). The same conclusion holds trivially for w = 0. Thus for any h 2 H(S),b 2 B, and w 2 
(S) \
(�V ),
h(�); (1� �wT �)�1G�b�H(S) = 
G(1�wT )�1h; b�B= b��zh(z)�wh(w)z � w �z=0= b�h(w):This proves the two formulas at the end of the theorem.



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 61It remains to prove (5.1). For any w 2 
(�) \
(�V ) and a 2 A,�V (w)a = �H +wG(1� wT )�1F �a= S(0)a+ w8>><>>:z S(z)� S(0)z a �w S(w)� S(0)w az � w 9>>=>>;z=0= S(0)a+ S(w)� S(0)w a= S(w)a;as asserted. �The canonical isometric colligation associated with S(z) is obtained as animmediate consequence and does not need a separate construction. It is describedin the next result.Theorem 5.5 Let S(z) be a holomorphic function de�ned on a subregion 
(S)of the unit disk containing the origin and taking values in L(A;B). If K ~S(w; z) hasa �nite number of negative squares, there exists an isometric and closely innerconnected colligationV = �T FG H� 2 L(H( ~S)�A;H( ~S)�B)such that (T �h)(z) = h(z)� h(0)z ;(G�b)(z) = ~S(z)� ~S(0)z b;F �h = h(0);H�b = ~S(0)b;for all h in H( ~S) and b in B. The characteristic function of the colligation coincideswith S(z) on the set where both are de�ned:S(z) = �V (z); z 2 
(S)\
(�V ): (5.2)For all h in H( ~S), the relation((1� wT �)�1h)(z) = zh(z)�wh(w)z � wholds for all z 2 
( ~S) and w 2 
( ~S)\ 
(�V ). Moreover(1� �wT )�1Fa = K ~S(w; �)afor all w in 
( ~S) \
(�V ) and a 2 A.



62 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakProof. Let U = �T � G�F � H�� 2 L(H( ~S)�B;H( ~S)� A)be the canonical coisometric colligation associated with ~S(z), as constructed inTheorem 5.4. De�neV = U� = �T FG H� 2 L(H( ~S)�A;H( ~S)�B):Then V is an isometric and closely inner connected colligation. By Theorem 5.4and the de�nition of a characteristic function of a colligation,�U (z) = H� + zF �(1� zT �)�1G�;and so S(z) = ~�U (z) = H + zG(1� zT )�1F = �V (z)whenever the functions are de�ned. The remaining assertions of the theorem followfrom Theorem 5.4. �Theorem 5.6 Under the assumptions of Theorem 5:5, there is a Hilbert spaceE and a closely connected unitary colligation of the formU = 0B@�A 0B T� �0F��C G� �H� 1CA 2 L((E� H( ~S))�A; (E�H( ~S))�B)such that S(z) = �U (z); z 2 
(S)\
(�U ):We omit the proof of Theorem 5.6. A similar result is proved for Hilbert spacesby Dijksma, Langer, and de Snoo [1986], Lemma 6.2.We are now able to derive a special case of a result of Alpay, Dijksma, van derPloeg, and de Snoo [1992].Theorem 5.7 Let S(z) be a holomorphic function de�ned on a subregion 
(S)of the unit disk containing the origin and taking values in L(A;B), where A andB are Pontryagin spaces having the same negative index. If either KS(w; z) orK ~S(w; z) has a �nite number of negative squares, then all four of the kernelsKS(w; z); K ~S(w; z); DS(w; z); D ~S(w; z)have a �nite number of squares, andsq�KS = sq�K ~S = sq�DS = sq�D ~S: (5.3)In this case, the Pontryagin spaces H(S);H( ~S);D(S);D( ~S) have the same neg-ative index. In the statement of Theorem 5.7, for emphasis we have repeated ourstanding hypothesis that A and B are Pontryagin spaces having the same negativeindex. The reason is that there is a version of Theorem 5.7 for Kre��n spaces, andthe statement is not exactly the same.



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 63Proof. Suppose that K ~S(w; z) has a �nite number of negative squares. Con-struct V as in Theorem 5.5 and U as in Theorem 5.6. By Theorem 5.3(3),sq�DS = sq�D ~S = ind� (E� H( ~S)):Since E is a Hilbert space,ind� (E�H( ~S)) = ind�H( ~S) = sq�K ~S :Thus sq�DS = sq�D ~S = sq�K ~S :As noted before De�nition 5.2, sq�KS � sq�DS , and applying what we haveshown with the roles of S(z) and ~S(z) interchanged, we obtain the equality of allfour indices. �Finally we arrive at:De�nition 5.8 For any nonnegative integer �, we de�ne the generalizedSchur class S�(A;B) to be the set of all holomorphic functions S(z) de�ned on asubregion 
(S) of the unit disk containing the origin and taking values in L(A;B)such that the indices in (5.3) have the common value �.The idea for such a de�nition is due to Kre��n and Langer [1973], [1977], [1981].The next result relates the generalized Schur class to the Schur class introduced inLecture 4.Theorem 5.9 The generalized Schur class S0(A;B) coincides with the Schurclass S(A;B) de�ned in Lecture 4.Sketch of proof. Suppose that S(z) is in S0(A;B), so KS(w; z) is positive.Write KS(w; z) = 1� S(z)S(w)�1� �wz = 1Xm;n=0 Cmn zm �wn:An algebraic calculation shows that for any nonnegative integer k,[Cmn]km;n=0 = 1� TkT �k ;where Tk = 0BBB@S0S1 S0 0. . . . . .Sk S1 S01CCCA :The positivity of the kernel shows that the Toeplitz matrices have contractive ad-joints. Since we assume that A and B are Pontryagin spaces having the same neg-ative index, the Toeplitz matrices are bicontractions, so S(z) belongs to S(A;B).The other direction follows on reversing the argument to show that if S(z)belongs to S(A;B), then KS(w; z) is positive. Hence by Theorem 5.7, S(z) belongsto S0(A;B). �



64 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakThe Schur class S(A;B) is de�ned for any Kre��n spaces A and B, and so itis natural to extend De�nition 5.8 to this generality. We de�ne S�(A;B) for anyKre��n spaces A and B to be the set of all holomorphic functions S(z) de�ned on asubregion 
(S) of the unit disk containing the origin and taking values in L(A;B)such that the indices of the four kernels in (5.3) are equal and have the commonvalue �.The proof of Theorem 5.9 is not quite adequate to obtain the conclusion whenA and B are Kre��n spaces. What is missing is a proof that the kernels DS(w; z)and D ~S(w; z) are positive if S(z) belongs to S(A;B). This may be seen in variousways. One is to use the Kre��n space generalization of Theorem 5.7. The results athand are su�cient, however, if we write the linear fractional representation of S(z)given in Theorem 4.7 in the formS(z) = � + z�S0(z)�1� z�S0(z)��1;where � = S0, �� � �� 2 L(A�B0;B � A0)is a Julia operator, and S0(z) is in the Schur class S(A0;B0). Here A0 and B0 areHilbert spaces because � is a bicontraction. A short calculation shows thatDS(w; z) = 0BB@1� S(z)S(w)�1� z �w S(z)� S( �w)z � �w~S(z)� ~S( �w)z � �w 1� ~S(z) ~S(w)�1� z �w 1CCA=  ��1� zS0(z)���1 00 ��1� z ~S0(z)����1!�0BB@1� zS0(z) �wS0(w)�1� z �w zS0(z)� �wS0( �w)z � �wz ~S0(z)� �w ~S0( �w)z � �w 1� z ~S0(z) �w ~S0(w)�1� z �w 1CCA� �1� �w��S0(w)���1�� 00 �1� �w�S0( �w)��1! :Now we can appeal to the Hilbert space case of Theorem 5.7 to conclude that thekernels DS(w; z) and D ~S(w; z) are positive. Therefore Theorem 5.9 holds when Aand B are Kre��n spaces.Our purpose in Lectures 4 and 5 has been to motivate generalizations of theSchur class in the inde�nite setting. Many issues arise which we have not discussed.Some of these will be taken up in Alpay, Dijksma, Rovnyak, and de Snoo [inpreparation]. In other areas, we do not have the answers at this time, and it seemslikely that generalizations of the Schur class will remain an interesting subject forfuture work.



Lecture 5: Reproducing Kernel Pontryagin Spaces and Colligations 65Spaces H(S) and D(S) are studied in many places for the inde�nite case aswell as the scalar and Hilbert space cases. A geometric viewpoint based on aconcept of complementation is used in de Branges and Rovnyak [1966a], [1966b],de Branges [1988b], [1991], [1994], and Yang [1994]. The theory of complemen-tation in Kre��n spaces is due to de Branges [1988a] and is further developed byDritschel and Rovnyak [1991]. The approach of Ball and Cohen [1991] is operatortheoretic and features colligations. Operator methods are also used in Andô [1990]and Marcantognini [1990]. Sarason [1994] treats the scalar case and shows appli-cations to function theory on the unit disk. The interaction with canonical modelsis explored in Ball and Kriete [1987] and Nikol0ski�� and Vasyunin [1986], [1989].Similar notions arise in the model theory of noncontractions on Hilbert spaces, as,for example, in McEnnis [1981]. Dym [1989] approaches the subject from the pointof view of reproducing kernel spaces and shows many applications. For connectionswith engineering and linear systems, see also Bart, Gohberg, and Kaashoek [1979]and Helton [1987]. Applications in interpolation theory are given in Ball, Gohberg,and Rodman [1990].



66 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakLecture 6:Invariant SubspacesKey ideas:� There is a natural homomorphism between commutants of selfadjoint oper-ators which is useful in the study of hyperinvariant subspaces and maximaldual pairs of invariant subspaces for positive and de�nitizable operators.� Certain compact perturbations of de�nitizable operators are shown to havenontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces. This implies the existence of nontrivialhyperinvariant subspaces for Hilbert space operators of the form A(B +K)with A selfadjoint, B positive, and K selfadjoint and compact and in aSchatten class.There is a long tradition of invariant subspace theorems in operator theory onspaces with inde�nite inner product (see, for example, Azizov and Iokhvidov [1989],Bogn�ar [1974], and Iokhvidov, Kre��n, and Langer [1982]). We shall not attempt asurvey of this large �eld, but instead highlight techniques found in Dritschel [1993b]and Dritschel [to appear]. The lecture is divided into three parts:xA. The commutant of a selfadjoint operator.xB. Dual pairs of invariant subspaces for de�nitizable operators.xC. Compact perturbations of de�nitizable operators.Proofs of results in xA are mostly complete and self-contained. Some results in xBand xC have complete proofs, but others draw on outside material and are onlysketched. A. The commutant of a selfadjoint operatorA generalization of the notion of a Julia operator is used to construct specialhomomorphisms of the commutant of a selfadjoint operator (Theorem 6.4). Someexamples of the use of such homomorphisms in the study of invariant subspaceswill appear in Theorems 6.5 and 6.6.Our starting point is again the Bogn�ar-Kr�amli factorization, but an additionalproperty is needed. We do not know if the property holds for every factorization,but it holds for those produced by the method of proof of Theorem 1.1.Theorem 6.1 Let A 2 L(H) be a selfadjoint operator on a Kre��n space H, andconstruct a factorizationA = DD�; D 2 L(D;H); ker D = f0g; (6.1)by the method of proof of Theorem 1.1. If X 2 L(H) and XA is selfadjoint, thereis a unique selfadjoint Y 2 L(D) such that XD = DY .



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 67A factorization (6.1) of a selfadjoint operator A 2 L(H) which is constructedby the method of proof of Theorem 1.1 will be called a polar factorization.Proof. Let X 2 L(H) and assume that XA is selfadjoint. Assume for themoment that we can factorXA = EE�; E 2 L(E;H); ker E = f0g; (6.2)such that E = DZ for some Z 2 L(E;D). This givesXDD� = XA = EE� = DZZ�D�:Setting Y = ZZ�, we get XD = DY since D� has dense range. Clearly Y isselfadjoint. It is unique because D has zero kernel.It remains to show that (6.2) can be so chosen. In the notation of the proof ofTheorem 1.1, ran D = ran R1=2, where AJH = UR is the polar decomposition ofthe Hilbert space selfadjoint operatorAJH. ConstructXA = EE� in the same waywith the same fundamental symmetry. Then ran E = ran S1=2, whereXAJH = V Sis the polar decomposition of the Hilbert space selfadjoint operator XAJH. SinceV S = XAJH = XUR;we obtain S2 = SV �V S = RU�X�XUR � kXk2R2;and therefore S � kXkR by Loewner's theorem (Rosenblum and Rovnyak [1985],p. 41). Factor S1=2 = R1=2C as in Douglas' lemma. The required operator Z is therestriction of C to the closure of the range of R. �Theorem 6.2 Let A 2 L(H) and B 2 L(K) be selfadjoint operators on Kre��nspaces H and K having polar factorizationsA = ~D ~D� and B = DD�with ~D 2 L( ~D;H) and D 2 L(D;K). For any S; T 2 L(H;K) such thatTA = BS;there is a unique L 2 L( ~D;D) satisfyingT ~D = DL and S�D = ~DL�:If S = T , then also LÂ = B̂L;where Â = ~D� ~D and B̂ = D�D.Proof. Set X = �0 S�T 0 � and C = �A 00 B� :Our hypotheses imply that C and XC are selfadjoint operators on H�K. We applyTheorem 6.1 to the polar factorizationC = � ~D 00 D�� ~D� 00 D�� :



68 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakMatrix multiplication shows that the operator Y in Theorem 6.1 has the formY = �0 L�L 0 � ;where L 2 L( ~D;D). The equations T ~D = DL and S�D = ~DL� now follow. Thelast statement is a consequence of the �rst. �Theorem 6.2 generalizes the notion of a Julia operator. This is most easily seenwhen S = T . In this case, putU = UA;B(T ) = � T D~D� �L�� :The relations T ~D = DL and T �D = ~DL� then merely express the fact that the o�diagonal terms of U�U and UU� are zero. We recover the usual Julia operator forT with A = 1� T �T and B = 1� TT �.For any operator A 2 L(H), we write fAg0 for the commutant of A, that is,the set of operators T 2 L(H) such that AT = TA. The double commutant ofA is the set fAg00 of operators S 2 L(H) such that ST = TS for all T 2 fAg0.Corollary 6.3 Let A 2 L(H) be a selfadjoint operator on a Kre��n space H,and let A = DD� and Â = D�D for some polar factorization (6.1). Then there isa mapping � : fAg0! fÂg0 (6.3)such that for each T 2 fAg0, �(T ) = T̂ is the unique operator in L(D) such thatTD = DT̂ and T �D = DT̂ �:Proof. Apply Theorem 6.2 with A = B = DD� and S = T . Continuityfollows from the closed graph theorem. �Theorem 6.4 Let A 2 L(H) be a selfadjoint operator on a Kre��n space H, andlet A = DD� and Â = D�D for some polar factorization (6:1). Then the mapping(6:3) is a �-homomorphism: for all X;Y 2 fAg0 and all scalars a and b,(1) �(aX + bY ) = a�(X) + b�(Y ),(2) �(XY ) = �(X)�(Y ),(3) �(X�) = �(X)�.Moreover, �(1H) = 1D, and �(A) = Â. The mapping takes isometric, partiallyisometric, unitary, selfadjoint, and projection operators to operators of the sametype. For T 2 fAg0, �(�(T )) � �(T ) and �p(�(T )) � �p(T ). If further '(T )is de�ned by the Riesz functional calculus for some holomorphic function ', then'(�(T )) is de�ned and �('(T )) = '(�(T )).We write �(T ) and �(T ) for the spectrum and resolvent set for an operator T .The point spectrum is denoted �p(T ).Proof. Most of the statements are immediate. We only prove the last twoassertions.



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 69Fix T 2 fAg0. If � 2 �(T ), then (T ��)�1 2 fAg0. Hence there is an X 2 fÂg0such that (T � �)�1D = DX and (T � � ��)�1D = DX�. If T̂ = �(T ), thenD = (T � �)(T � �)�1D = D(T̂ � �)X;and since D has zero kernel, X is a right inverse for T̂ � �. It is similarly a leftinverse. Thus � 2 �(�(T )) and �((T � �)�1) = X = (�(T )� �)�1. In particular,�(�(T )) � �(T ). On the other hand, if there exists f 6= 0 such that T̂ f = �f , thenDf 6= 0 and TDf = DT̂f = �Df . Therefore �p(�(T )) � �p(T ).The last assertion is veri�ed above when '(z) = 1=(z � �) for some � 2 �(T ).Suppose that ' is holomorphic on an open set containing �(T ), so that'(T ) = 12�i Z� '(z)(z � T )�1 dzis de�ned. Here � is a suitable system of curves as in Conway [1990], p. 201. Since�(�(T )) � �(T ), '(�(T )) is also de�ned and given by'(�(T )) = 12�i Z� '(z)(z � �(T ))�1 dz:We then get �('(T )) = '(�(T )) by approximating the integrals by Riemann sumsand using the result for the special case of resolvents. �It can be shown that in cases of interest, the mapping � in Theorem 6.4 isessentially unique. What essential uniqueness means in this context is that if �0 isa second such mapping de�ned from a polar factorizationA = D0D0�; D0 2 L(D0;H); ker D0 = f0g; (6.4)then �0(T ) =W ��(T )W; T 2 fAg0; (6.5)for some Kre��n space isomorphism W from D0 onto D. A su�cient condition forthe essential uniqueness of � is that A is a positive operator, that is, A � 0. In thiscase, the space D in any polar factorization (6.1) is a Hilbert space, and standardoperator methods can be used to show that (6.1) and (6.4) are related byD0 = DWfor some isomorphism W from D0 onto D. Now suppose that T 2 fAg0, and putT̂ = �(T ) and T̂ 0 = �0(T ):From the relations TD = DT̂ and TD0 = D0T̂ 0, we then get TDW = DWT̂ 0 andsoWT̂ 0W � = T̂ , yielding (6.5). More generally, there will be essential uniqueness ifD is a Pontryagin space for some polar factorization (6.1), or, more generally still,if ran D� contains a maximal uniformly de�nite subspace (see Dritschel [1993a]).We make no use of these results and omit their proofs.Let M be a closed subspace of a Kre��n space H. The subspace M is saidto be proper if it is not the zero subspace or the whole space. We say that Mis invariant for an operator A 2 L(H) if AM � M and hyperinvariant if Mis invariant for each operator in the commutant of A. We call M reducing forA if it is invariant for A and A�, or, equivalently, the subspace and its orthogonalcompanion are invariant for A. A hyperinvariant subspace for a selfadjoint operator



70 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakA 2 L(H) is a reducing subspace for every T 2 fAg0, because the commutant of aselfadjoint operator A contains T � whenever it contains T .The following result illustrates the use of Theorem 6.4 in the study of invariantsubspaces.Theorem 6.5 Let A 2 L(H) be a selfadjoint operator on a Kre��n space H, nota constant multiple of the identity. Let A = DD� and Â = D�D for some polarfactorization (6:1).(1) The operator A has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace if p(Â) = 0 forsome nonzero polynomial p.(2) The operator A has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace if '(Â) has sucha subspace for some holomorphic function ' which is de�ned on an open setcontaining the spectrum of A.(3) The operator A has a pair of orthogonal proper closed hyperinvariant sub-spaces if '(Â) has such a pair for some holomorphic function ' which isde�ned on an open set containing the spectrum of A.Proof. (1) For any nonnegative integer n, DÂnD� = D(D�D)nD� = An+1;and so Ap(A) = Dp(Â)D� = 0. Since q(A) = 0 for a nonconstant polynomial q,A has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace by an elementary argument.(2) We adopt the notation of Corollary 6.3 and Theorem 6.4. Let M be aproper closed hyperinvariant subspace for '(Â), where ' is a holomorphic functionwhich is de�ned on an open set containing the spectrum of A. Set N = DM. Weshow that N is hyperinvariant for A. Suppose T 2 fAg0 and �(T ) = T̂ . Then Tcommutes with '(A), and therefore T̂ = �(T ) commutes with '(Â) = �('(A)) byTheorem 6.4. Since M is hyperinvariant for '(Â), T̂M �M. Thus for f 2M,TDf = DT̂f 2 DM � N:By the continuity of T , TN � N. This shows that N is hyperinvariant for A.Observe that N is nonzero since M is nonzero and kerD = f0g. If N = H,then DM is dense in H and hence D�DM is dense in D. But D�DM = ÂM �Msince M is hyperinvariant for '(Â) and Â commutes with '(Â). This contradictsthe assumption thatM is proper. Therefore N is a proper subspace of H.(3) Now suppose thatM1 andM2 are orthogonal proper closed hyperinvariantsubspaces for '(Â) for ' as above. By the �rst part of the proof, N1 = DM1and N2 = DM2 are proper closed hyperinvariant subspaces for A. If f 2 M1 andg 2M2, then hDf;DgiH = hD�Df; giD = 0;since M is invariant for Â = D�D. It follows that N1 ? N2. �Theorem 6.5 can be used to give a quick proof that a positive operator hasnontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces. More is true in this case.Theorem 6.6 Let A 2 L(H) be a positive operator, not a constant multiple ofthe identity. Then A has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace. Moreover, thereexist closed hyperinvariant subspaces N+ and N� which are positive and negative,respectively, such that(1) N�? N+,(2) N+ +N� � ran A, and(3) N?� \ ran A � N�.



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 71Proof. Let A = DD�, D 2 L(D;H), be a polar factorization, and let Â =D�D. Since A is positive, D is a Hilbert space. The projections in the range ofthe spectral measure E(�) for Â commute with every operator T that commuteswith Â (Halmos [1951], p. 68). If Â is not a constant multiple of the identity, weobtain proper closed hyperinvariant subspaces for A by part (2) of Theorem 6.5. IfÂ is a constant multiple of the identity, the same conclusion follows from part (1)of Theorem 6.5.For any real Borel set �, the closure of the range of DE(�) is a hyperinvariantsubspace for A by the proof of Theorem 6.5. Let N+ and N� be these spaces for�+ = [0;1) and �� = (�1; 0]. If f 2 D, thenhDE(�+)f;DE(�+)fiH = DÂE(�+)f;E(�+)fED � 0:Thus N+ is a positive subspace. In a similar way, we see that N� is a negativesubspace. If f; g 2 D, thenhDE(�+)f;DE(��)giH = DÂE(�+)f;E(��)gED = 0;so (1) holds. Since the span of the ranges of E(�+) and E(��) is all of D,N+ +N� � ran D � ran A;which yields (2). Suppose f 2 N?+ \ ran A. Then f = Ag = DD�g and f ?DE(�+)u for all u 2 D. Thus for all u 2 D,0 = hf;DE(�+)uiH = hD�g;D�DE(�+)uiD = DD�g; ÂE(�+)uED:It follows that D�g 2 ran E(��), and therefore f = DD�g 2 N�. We have shownthat N?+ \ ran A � N�. In a similar way, N?� \ ran A � N+, and (3) follows. �Theorem 6.7 Let H be a Kre��n space, and let A 2 L(H) be a positive operator.Assume that ker A = f0g and �(A) � [0;1). Then H is a Hilbert space.Proof. Let A = DD�, D 2 L(D;H), be a polar factorization. Then D is aHilbert space, and Â = D�D 2 L(D) is a positive operator because Â is selfadjointand �(Â) � �(A) � [0;1) by Theorem 6.4. For any f 2 D,hDf;DfiH = hÂf; fiD � 0:Since A has zero kernel, it has dense range. Therefore D has dense range, and soH is a Hilbert space. �Norm estimates are implicit in Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and Corollary 6.3. Recall thatany two operator norms on L(H;K) are equivalent. Operator norms are determinedby fundamental decompositions, and sometimes these can be chosen to producespecial e�ects. With slightly greater care, the proof of Theorem 6.1 produces theinequality kY k � kXkfor suitable operator norms on L(H) and L(D). In the proof of Theorem 6.2 it ispossible to show that there exist operator norms on L(H;K) and L( ~D;D) such thatkLk � max (kSk; kTk):



72 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakIn Corollary 6.3, the polar factorization of A similarly determines operator normson L(H) and L(D) such that k�(T )k � kTkfor every T 2 fAg0.A particular instance of Theorem 6.2, as noted in the remarks following theproof, yields another proof of the existence of a Julia operator (2.2) for any givenoperator T 2 L(H;K). By this method, operator norms may be chosen such thatin addition kLk � kTk;max �kDk; k ~Dk� � �1 + kTk2�1=2 :Such estimates were obtained by Arsene, Constantinescu, and Gheondea [1987] intheir original construction of a Julia operator (see Dritschel and Rovnyak [1990],p. 296).B. Dual pairs of invariant subspaces for de�nitizable operatorsFor applications it is often useful to know if an operator on a Kre��n spacehas an invariant subspace which is maximal negative or maximal positive. Thisis a large �eld, going back to L. S. Pontryagin [1944]. An extensive account withbibliographic notes may be found in Azizov and Iokhvidov [1989]. In this section,we examine some of the ideas in Langer [1965], [1971], [1982] from the perspectiveof the constructions in xA. The main results of the section are due to Langer andinvolve, in particular, the spectral theory of de�nitizable operators. The methodsof xA give an alternative approach to these ideas.De�ne a dual pair of subspaces of a Kre��n space H as a pair consisting of aclosed positive subspace M+ and a closed negative subspace M� of H such thatM+ ?M�. A maximal dual pair is a dual pair consisting of a maximal positivesubspace and a maximal negative subspace. A theorem of R. S. Phillips [1961]assures the existence of a maximal dual pair extending any given dual pair. Aparticular case was previously veri�ed in Theorem 1.6(5).Phillips' Theorem. For any dual pair N+, N� of subspaces of a Kre��nspace H, there is a maximal dual pair M+, M� such that N� �M�.Proof. (Arsene and Gheondea [1982]). LetH = H+�H� be a fundamentaldecomposition. By the graph representation of de�nite subspaces, we may writeH+ = S+ �R+; jH�j = S� �R� (6.6)and choose Hilbert space contractionsC : S+ ! jH�j = S� �R�;R� : S� ! H+ = S+ �R+;such thatN+ = �� fCf� : f 2 S+� and N� = ��R�gg � : g 2 S�� :



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 73Write R = �T F� and C� = �S� G�� relative to the decompositions (6.6). Theorthogonality of N+ and N� means that for all f 2 S+ and g 2 S�,0 = *� fCf� ;�R�gg �+H = 
f;R�g�H+� hCf; gijH� j = 
f; T�g�S+� hSf; giS� ;and so S = T . By the Hilbert space cases of Theorems 3.2{3.4, we may �nd anoperator H 2 L(R+;R�) such thatA = �T FG H� 2 L(S+ �R+;S� �R�)is a contraction. Without di�culty we check that the subspacesM+ = �� fAf� : f 2 H+� and M� = ��A�gg � : g 2 jH�j�have the required properties. �We are interested in criteria for the existence of maximal positive or maximalnegative subspaces which are invariant for a selfadjoint operator on a Kre��n space.Such subspaces automatically occur in dual pairs. For example, if M� is a maximalnegative subspace of a Kre��n space H which is invariant for a selfadjoint operatorA 2 L(H), thenM+ =M?� is a maximal positive subspace which is invariant for A.The roles of positive and negative subspaces can obviously be interchanged here. Itis thus natural to speak of maximal dual pairs of invariant subspaces of a selfadjointoperator, and we state existence criteria in these terms (Theorems 6.8 and 6.11).In one situation, Theorem 6.6 assures the existence of nontrivial dual pairs ofinvariant subspaces, which, however, are not necessarily maximal. Using Phillips'theorem, we then obtain maximal dual pairs of invariant subspaces. This methodfollows Langer [1982], p. 44, except that in place of spectral theory we employTheorem 6.6.Theorem 6.8 Every positive operator A on a Kre��n space H has a maximaldual pair of invariant subspaces.Proof. The conclusion is trivial if A is a constant multiple of the identity, soassume that this is not the case. Then by Theorem 6.6, there exists a dual pair ofinvariant subspaces N+, N� such that N?�\ ran A � N�. Use Phillips' theorem toextend to a maximal dual pair M� � N�. ThenAM+ � A(N?�) � N?� \ ran A � N+ �M+:In a similar way, AM� �M�: �The full class of Kre��n space selfadjoint operators has no structure theory whichis comparable to the Hilbert space case. It is not di�cult to understand why thisshould be so. Let H = K � K, where K is a Hilbert space. We view H as a Kre��nspace with fundamental symmetryJ = �0 11 0� :



74 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakAny selfadjoint operator on H is easily seen to have the formA = �T BC T�� (6.7)where B;C 2 L(K) are Hilbert space selfadjoint operators, T 2 L(K), and T� isthe Hilbert space adjoint of T . Considering such operators with B = C = 0, weobserve that knowing the structure of Kre��n space selfadjoint operators is equivalentto knowing the structure of an arbitrary bounded operator on a Hilbert space.Special classes of selfadjoint operators do have a detailed structure theory, how-ever. The positive operators provide an example. In fact, the structure of positiveoperators can be explicitly described in a manner similar to the Hilbert space case.The analysis lends itself to a broader class of operators. A selfadjoint operator Aon a Kre��n space H is said to be de�nitizable if there is a nonconstant polynomialp having real coe�cients such that p(A) � 0: We call any such polynomial p ade�nitizing polynomial for A. A de�nitizable operator thus commutes with apositive operator.Figure 6 shows a typical picture for the spectrum of a de�nitizable operator.The nonreal spectrum is a subset of the zeros of the de�nitizing polynomial. Todescribe this picture, we need some standard notions from spectral theory. AssumeA 2 L(H) for some Kre��n space H, and let �0 be an isolated point in �(A). We callP�0 = 12�i Z (z �A)�1 dzthe Riesz idempotent for the point �0 (the term \projection" is reserved fora selfadjoint idempotent as in Lecture 1). Here  is any su�ciently small circlearound �0 with counterclockwise orientation. The Riesz idempotent P�0 satis�esP 2�0 = P�0 but is not necessarily selfadjoint. The range M�0 of P�0 is a closedsubspace of H which is invariant under A. We say that �0 has �nite Riesz indexequal to the positive integer � if (�0 � A)�M�0 = f0g and no smaller positiveinteger has this property. Such a point is necessarily an eigenvalue, but it couldhave in�nite multiplicity. If no such integer � exists, the Riesz index is consideredto be in�nite. For example, see Conway [1990], pp. 210{211.Theorem 6.9 Let A 2 L(H) be a selfadjoint de�nitizable operator with de�ni-tizing polynomial p. The nonreal spectrum of A consists of a �nite number ofconjugate pairs of points �j ; ��j , j = 1; : : : ; r, which are zeros of p. Each such pointis an eigenvalue of �nite Riesz index not greater than the order of the point as azero of p. If � is one of the nonreal eigenvalues, let P� be the associated Rieszprojection and M� its range.(1) For each nonreal eigenvalue �, P �� = P�� and P�P�� = P��P� = 0. Thesubspaces M�;M�� are neutral, and their sum M�+M�� is a Kre��n subspacewhich reduces A and coincides with the range of the projection P� + P��.(2) The subspace M�j +M��j is orthogonal to M�k +M��k whenever j 6= k, andH = H0 � rXj=1 �M�j +M��j �;where H0 reduces A and A0 = AjH0 is de�nitizable with a de�nitizing poly-nomial p0 which has only real zeros.
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Figure 6
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Proof. If �(A) contains a nonreal point, so does �ap(A), the approximatepoint spectrum, since the boundary of �(A) is contained in �ap(A) (Conway [1990],p. 210; �ap(A) is de�ned as in the Hilbert space case for any choice of norm for theKre��n space). The �rst assertion will be proved by showing that a nonreal point �in �ap(A) is a zero of p.Let p(A) = DD�, D 2 L(D;H), be a polar factorization. Since p(A) is positiveby hypothesis, D is a Hilbert space. De�ne � as in Corollary 6.3, and set Â = �(A).Then D�(A � �) = (Â � �)D�. Since Â is selfadjoint, the spectrum of Â is real,and so Â � � is invertible. Choose a norm for H and a sequence ffng1n=1 of unitvectors such that k(A� �)fnk ! 0. Since p(A) = D(Â� �)�1D�(A� �), we havekp(A)fnk ! 0: Write p(z) = c(z � �1) � � � (z � �r), where �1; : : : ; �r are roots of pand c is a constant. If p1(z) is the polynomial p(z)=(z � �1), thenkp(A)fnk = kp1(A)[(A� �) + (�� �1)]fnk ! 0:Since kp1(A)(A� �)fnk ! 0, either � = �1 or kp1(A)fnk ! 0. In the latter case,we repeat the argument. Continuing in this way, we see that � must be one of theroots �1; : : : ; �r , since otherwise we obtain the contradiction that kfnk ! 0. The�rst assertion has thus been proved.Let � be any nonreal point of �(A). Its Riesz idempotentP� = 12�i Z(�) (z � A)�1 dzcan be formed by integrating over any circle centered at � and containing no otherpoint of �(A) in its interior. Choosing this circle so that it does not meet the realaxis, we obtain by Theorem 6.4,�(P�) = 12�i Z(�) (z � Â)�1 dz = 0;since (z � Â)�1 is holomorphic o� the real axis. Thereforep(A)P� = P�DD� = D�(P�)D� = 0:



76 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakAccording to the Riesz functional calculus, if � is a root of p of order k, we canfactor p(A) = (A� �)kq(A), where q is a polynomial and the restriction of q(A) toM� is invertible. Thus (A � �)kM� = f0g, and so � has Riesz index not greaterthan k. As a consequence, � is an eigenvalue for A.In the same situation, by the selfadjointness of A, �� also belongs to �(A). Therelations P �� = P�� and P�P�� = P��P� = 0 follow from the Riesz functional calculus.In particular, P ��P� = P��P� = 0, and hence M� is a neutral subspace of H. Thesame assertion holds for M��. The sum P� + P�� is a selfadjoint idempotent andhence a projection. Its range isM�+M��, which is therefore a Kre��n subspace of H.The subspace reduces A because each of the summands is invariant under A andA is selfadjoint. This proves (1).The assertions in (2) follow from straightforward arguments using the Rieszfunctional calculus. �It is therefore su�cient to restrict attention to de�nitizable operators whosede�nitizing polynomials have only real zeros. Such operators have real spectrum asin the Hilbert space case.Theorem 6.10 Let A 2 L(H) be a de�nitizable selfadjoint operator with de�ni-tizing polynomial p having only real zeros. Let Z be the set of zeros of p, and let
 be the Boolean algebra of all Borel subsets � of R such that @� \ Z = ;. Thenthere exist a function E : 
! L(H) and positive operators N� 2 L(H), � 2 Z, suchthat N�N� = 0 for all �; � 2 Z (including � = �), and E(�)N� = N�E(�) = 0whenever � 2 
, � 2 Z, and � =2 �, and such that the following properties hold:(1) For � 2 
, E(�) is a projection in the the double commutant fAg00 of A,E(;) = 0, and E(R) = 1.(2) For all �;�0 2 
, E(� \�0) = E(�)E(�0).(3) If f�ng1n=1 � 
 are pairwise disjoint and � = [1n=1�n 2 
, then E (�) =P1n=1E(�n) with convergence in the strong operator topology.(4) If � 2 
 and p > 0 (p < 0) on �, then the range of E(�) is uniformlypositive (uniformly negative).(5) The spectrum of the restriction of A to the range of E(�) is contained in�� for each � 2 
.(6) If ' is a Borel measurable function which is bounded on �(A), thenZ�(A)nZ '(�)p(�) E(d�) = lim�#0 ZS� '(�)p(�) E(d�) (6.8)exists in the strong operator topology, where S� is the set of points in �(A)at a distance greater than � from Z. An operator '(A)p(A) may be de�nedfor all such ' and expressed as'(A)p(A) = Z�(A)nZ '(�)p(�) E(d�) +X�2Z'(�)N� : (6.9)The de�nition of '(A)p(A) is made in such a way that if ' is holomorphicon an open set containing �(A) and '(A) is de�ned by the Riesz functionalcalculus, '(A)p(A) is the product of '(A) and p(A).The function E(�) is unique and called the spectral function for A. Thefunctional calculus is adequate for our purposes, but it has an obvious limitation in



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 77that it does not de�ne '(A) directly but only speaks of '(A)p(A). See Jonas [1981]for a more re�ned analysis which overcomes this di�culty for functions which aresu�ciently smooth in a neighborhood of what are called \critical points" for A (thecritical points are a subset of the zeros of the de�nitizing polynomial). Also, theremay be choices of de�nitizing polynomial with fewer zeros. The article of Langer[1982] contains further discussions of this point.Sketch of proof. By assumption, p(A) is positive. Therefore it has a polarfactorization p(A) = DD�, D 2 L(D;H), where D is a Hilbert space. Let � bethe associated mapping constructed in Corollary 6.3. The operator Â = �(A) isHilbert space selfadjoint and therefore has a spectral representationÂ = Z t F (dt)for some spectral measure F (�) on the Borel subsets of the real line.Every � 2 
 can be written as a disjoint union � = I�1 [ � � � [ I�r [�0, whereeach I�k is a closed interval containing a single point of Z in its interior and �0 isa Borel set at a positive distance from Z. Possibly there are no intervals I�k , inwhich case that part of the union is the empty set. We show how to de�ne E(�0)if �0 is one of the sets in the union and then takeE(�) = E(I�1) + � � � + E(I�k) + E(�0)in the general case. The representation � as a union of special sets is not unique,and a full account should include a veri�cation that the de�nition is independentof the representation.For sets of the form �0, we may write �0 = �+0 [��0 , where p(t) > � for allt 2 �+0 and p(t) < �� for all t 2 ��0 for some positive number �. Here essentialuse is made of the fact that �0 lies at a positive distance from the zeros of p. PutF(��0 ) = ran F (��0 ): For f 2 F(�+0 ),hDf;DfiH = hD�Df; fiD = hp(Â)f; fiD � �hf; fiD � �kDk�2kDfk2:It follows that E(�+0 ) = DF(�+0 ) is a closed uniformly positive subspace of H. Ina similar way, E(��0 ) = DF(��0 ) is closed and uniformly negative. We easily checkthat these subspaces are orthogonal and hyperinvariant for A (similar argumentsappear in the proofs of Theorems 6.5 and 6.6). ThereforeE(�0) = E(�+0 )� E(��0 )is a Kre��n subspace of H which is hyperinvariant for A. De�ne E(�0) to be theprojection with range E(�0). Since A is selfadjoint and E(�0) is hyperinvariantfor A, E(�0) is in the double commutant of A. By construction,E(�0)Df = DF (�0)f; f 2 F(��0 ):It is not hard to see that E(�0)Df = 0 = DF (�0)f for f orthogonal to F(��0 ),and therefore E(�0)D = DF (�0):In other words, �(E(�0)) = F (�0): The subspaces in the decompositionH = E(�0)� E(�0)?



78 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyakreduce A. The restrictions of A to the summands can be shown to have spectracontained in �0 and R n�0, respectively.These constructions apply in particular when �0 is the complement of [�2Z I� ,where I� , � 2 Z, are disjoint closed intervals each of which contains exactly one zeroof p in its interior (it is important here to exhaust the zeros of p so that �0 lies at apositive distance from Z). Then the spectrum of AjE(�0)? is contained in [�2Z I� .The appropriate de�nition of E(I�k) turns out to be the projection obtained fromthe Riesz functional calculus using a symmetric contour that surrounds I�k and noother interval.Let ' be a bounded Borel measurable function on �(A). By Theorem 6.4,�(Â) � �(A). Therefore '(Â) is de�ned by the functional calculus for selfadjointoperators on a Hilbert space. In this situation, we de�ne'(A)p(A) = D'(Â)D�:For any � 2 Z, de�ne N� = D'�(Â)D�;where '� is the characteristic function of the singleton f�g. For any two zeros� and � of p (possibly � = �),N�N� = D'�(Â)D�D'�(Â)D� = D'�(Â)p(Â)'�(Â)D� = 0:With these de�nitions, the proof is completed by checking the various assertions.For example, (6.9) holds when ' is the characteristic function of a point in Z bythe de�nition of the operators N� , � 2 Z. Using ' = ��0 for a Borel set �0 at apositive distance from Z, we obtain��0(A)p(A) = D��0(Â)D� = DF (�0)D� = E(�0)DD� = E(�0)p(A):This veri�es (6.9) when ' = ��0 .For additional details, see Dritschel [1993b]. Also of interest is Bogn�ar [1987],which foreshadows this work. �Theorem 6.11 Every de�nitizable selfadjoint operator A 2 L(H) has a maxi-mal dual pair of invariant subspaces.Sketch of proof. We �rst make some reductions. Let p be a de�nitizingpolynomial, and let Z be the set of zeros of p. Let � = [�2Z I� , where I� , � 2 Z,are disjoint closed intervals each of which contains exactly one zero of p in itsinterior. Writing E(�) = ran E(�) with E(�) as in Theorem 6.10, we obtain adecomposition H = E(�)� E(�)?into Kre��n subspaces which reduce A. The conclusion is easily obtained for therestriction of A to E(�)?, and it is thus su�cient to consider the case in which thespectrum of A is contained in � = [�2Z I� .By considering a decomposition corresponding to the separate intervals thatmake up �, we may assume further that the spectrum of A is contained in a singleinterval, say I�. There is only one zero of p in I�, but p may have other zerosnot in I�. We show that p can be replaced by a monomial. Let � be a zero of pnot in I�, and suppose that its order is m. For de�niteness, suppose that � liesto the left of I�. Then the spectrum of (A � �)m is contained in (0;1). Write



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 79p(z) = q(z)(z � �)m. Let q(A) = ~D ~D�, ~D 2 L( ~D;H), be a polar factorization.De�ne � as in Corollary 6.3. Sincep(A) = (A� �)mq(A) = ~D�((A� �)m) ~D�is a positive operator on H and ~D� has dense range, �((A � �)m) is a positiveoperator on ~D. By Theorem 6.4, the spectrum of �((A� �)m) is contained in thespectrum of (A� �)m and hence in (0;1). By Theorem 6.7, ~D is a Hilbert space,and thus q(A) is positive. In the case that � lies to the right of I�, then a similarargument can be applied to �q(A). In this way, we reduce the theorem to the casein which the de�nitizing polynomial is a monomial. Without loss of generality, wemay suppose that An is positive for some n � 2 (the case n = 1 is handled byTheorem 6.8).For any selfadjoint operator C 2 L(H) there is a neutral invariant subspaceN which is maximal in the sense that there is no other neutral invariant subspacestrictly containing it. If J is a fundamental symmetry on H, then K = N+ JN is aKre��n subspace of H. The compression ~C of C to ~H = K? is selfadjoint, and ifM isan invariant subspace for ~C, thenM+N is invariant for C. In particular, ~C has nononzero neutral invariant subspace. Also, M +N is maximal positive or maximalnegative in H if M is maximal positive or maximal negative in ~H. Furthermore, ifCn � 0, then ~Cn � 0. Hence the problem is reduced to the case where A has nononzero neutral invariant subspace. Then both kerA and (kerA)? are invariantunder A, and so is their intersection, which is a neutral subspace. ThuskerA \ ran A = f0g:This can be used to show that kerA+ran A is dense in H, and that kerAk = kerAand ran Ak = ran A, k � 1.If n is even, then DAn=2f;An=2fE � 0for all f 2 H, and so ran A is a positive subspace. Also kerA is either strictlypositive or strictly negative, since A has no nonzero invariant neutral subspace.If kerA is positive, then since kerA + ran A is dense in H, H is a Hilbert space.The result is trivially true in this case, since then the whole space H is maximalpositive and invariant for A. If kerA is negative, then it is maximal negative, since(kerA)? = ran A is positive in H (this follows from the graph representation). Itthen follows that ran A is maximal positive. In either case, we have a maximal dualpair of invariant subspaces for A.If n is odd, then for all f 2 H, g 2 kerA,DA(A(n�1)=2f + g); A(n�1)=2f + gE � 0;and since the vectors A(n�1)=2f + g span a dense subspace of H, it follows thatA � 0. The result is then true by Theorem 6.8. �



80 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakC. Compact perturbations of de�nitizable operatorsSome of the results for de�nitizable operators discussed in xB are true for otherclasses including certain compact perturbations of de�nitizable operators. Thisarea has also been intensively investigated. For example, see Jonas [1982], [1988],[1993], Jonas and Langer [1979], [1983], Langer and Najman [1983], and Najman[1980]. We sketch the following result from Dritschel [to appear].Compact operators and subclasses such as the Schatten class Cp on a Kre��nspace are de�ned as in the Hilbert space case. The de�nitions can be made relativeto any Hilbert space norm for the Kre��n space, and since any two such norms areequivalent the de�nitions are independent of choice of norm.Theorem 6.12 Let H be a Kre��n space, A a de�nitizable selfadjoint operatorin L(H), K a compact operator in Cp, 1 � p < 1. Then if T = A + K is nota constant multiple of the identity, there is a proper closed subspace of H which ishyperinvariant for T .To prove this we use an idea in Radjavi and Rosenthal [1973], Chapter 6, whichis based in part on work of J. T. Schwartz. The following theorems will be needed.They appear in Radjavi and Rosenthal [1973], pp. 7, 97, 158, for Hilbert spaces,and they apply without change when the underlying spaces are Kre��n spaces.Weyl's Theorem. If A 2 L(H) and K is compact, then�(A+K) � �(A)[ �p(A+K):Lomonosov's Theorem. Every operator commuting with a nonzero compactoperator and which is not a constant multiple of the identity has a proper closedhyperinvariant subspace.Theorem on Exposed Arcs. Let T 2 L(H) be such that �(T ) contains anexposed arc � and let k be a positive integer. Suppose that for each point z0 2 �and each closed line segment � which meets �(T ) only at fz0g and which is nottangent to �, there exists a constant ~C such that(T � z)�1 � exp� ~C jz � z0j�k�for all z 2 � not equal to z0. Then T has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace.A few explanations are needed to make the last theorem clear. Some choice ofoperator norm is understood in the resolvent estimate. A smooth Jordan arc is(the range of) a one-to-one function z(t) = x(t) + iy(t) mapping the interval (0; 1)to the complex numbers which is twice di�erentiable on (0; 1). A bounded operatorT is said to have an exposed arc � in its spectrum if there is an open disk � suchthat � \ �(T ) = � is a smooth Jordan arc.Sketch of proof of Theorem 6.12. It may be assumed that �p(T ) = ;,since if T has an eigenvalue the conclusion is elementary.As a �rst case, suppose that �(T ) contains more than one point. We may take�(T ) to be connected, because otherwise a nontrivial Riesz projection exists, andthe range of such a projection is a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace for T . ByWeyl's theorem �(T ) � �(A), and so, by Theorem 6.9, �(T ) must be a closed and



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 81bounded interval with nonempty interior. Thus the spectrum of T has an exposedarc. The resolvent estimate required to apply the Theorem on Exposed Arcs holds.In fact, in the situation required by that theorem,(T � z)�1 � exp� ~C jz � z0j�p(kA+1)�1� ;where kA is the degree of a de�nitizing polynomial for A. The derivation of thisestimate follows a method in Radjavi and Rosenthal [1973] (proof of Lemma 1.7)and is justi�ed by estimates in Dunford and Schwartz which are cited in the sameplace. The only di�erence is that we use an estimate of the form(A� z)�1 �M jz � z0j�kA�1;which follows from the spectral theory for de�nitizable selfadjoint operators (seeLanger [1982]). Thus the Theorem on Exposed Arcs applies, and the result followsin the case that �(T ) contains more than one point.Before taking up the case in which the spectrum of T is a single point, we makea preliminary observation that if C 2 L(K) is a positive operator on a Kre��n space Kand �(C) = f�g, then either � 6= 0 and C = � or � = 0 and C2 = 0. For C hasa polar factorization C = DD�, D 2 L(D;K). If Ĉ = D�D, then by Theorem 6.4,�(Ĉ) � �(C) = f�g. Thus Ĉ is a Hilbert space selfadjoint operator with spectrumf�g, and so Ĉ = �. Hence CD = �D:If � 6= 0, then C is invertible, the range of D is all of K, and C = �. If � = 0, thenC2 = DĈD� = 0, which proves the claim.We also use some properties of the Calkin algebra in the Kre��n space setting.The Calkin algebra is de�ned as L(H)=C(H), where C(H) is the set of compactoperators on H. The quotient mapping ' : L(H) ! L(H)=C(H) takes any funda-mental symmetry on H into a selfadjoint and unitary element of the algebra. If werepresent the algebra as a space of operators on a Hilbert space K, we induce inthis way a fundmental symmetry and hence a Kre��n space structure for K. In thisrepresentation, the image of a Kre��n space selfadjoint or positive operator on H isagain Kre��n space selfadjoint or positive.Now suppose that the spectrum of T reduces to a point, say �(T ) = f�g. It canbe assumed that H is in�nite dimensional, since otherwise the result is clear. Forany polynomial p, p(T ) = p(A)+S with S compact, and hence '(p(A)) = '(p(T )).The spectrum of p(T ) is fp(�)g, and since the Calkin algebra is nontrivial under ourassumptions, the spectrum of '(p(T )) is nonempty. Since �('(p(T ))) � �(p(T )),it follows that �('(p(T ))) = fp(�)g. Thus�('(p(A))) = �('(p(T ))) = fp(�)g:The choice p(z) = z shows that �('(A)) = f�g. Since '(A) is selfadjoint, � isreal. Next take p to be a de�nitizing polynomial for A. Then '(p(A)) is positiveand its spectrum is fp(�)g. By the preliminary observation about positive Kre��nspace operators with such spectra, either p(A)� p(�) or p(A)2 is compact, since inboth cases the image under ' is zero. But then T is polynomially compact, andthe result follows from Lomonosov's theorem. �



82 M. A. Dritschel and J. RovnyakTheorem 6.12 provides a natural framework for studying invariant subspaceproblems for Hilbert space operators as well. The next theorem generalizes a resultof Radjavi and Rosenthal [1974].Theorem 6.13 Suppose that A and B are bounded operators on a Hilbert spaceK with A selfadjoint and B = C +K, where C � 0 and K is in Cp, 1 � p < 1.Assume that AB is not a constant multiple of the identity, and that either B isselfadjoint or both A and B have dense range and zero kernel. Then AB and BAhave proper closed hyperinvariant subspaces.Proof. For the case in which B is selfadjoint, if AB fails to have dense rangeor zero kernel, it is not hard to produce proper closed hyperinvariant subspaces forAB and BA = (AB)�. Hence we may assume that AB has dense range and zerokernel. Then by the selfadjointness of A and B, both A and B have dense rangeand zero kernel. So we assume that this is the case.Use the Bogn�ar-Kr�amli factorization (Theorem 1.1) to write A = DD�, whereD 2 L(D;K) for some Kre��n space D and kerD = f0g. Then(AB)D = D(D�BD) D�B(AB) = (D�BD)D�B;and (BA)BD = BD(D�BD) D�(BA) = (D�BD)D�:Our hypotheses imply that the operators D;D�; BD;D�B have dense range andzero kernel. Therefore the relations show that AB and BA are both quasisimilar toD�BD. Since DD�BD = ABD and AB is not a constant multiple of the identity,D�BD is not a constant multiple of the identity. NowD�BD = D�CD +D�KD;where D�CD is a positive selfadjoint operator on the Kre��n space D and D�KDin the same Schatten p-class as K. Hence by Theorem 6.12, D�BD has a properclosed hyperinvariant subspace. By a theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foia�s (see RadjaviRosenthal [1973], p. 108), this implies that AB and BA also have proper closedhyperinvariant subspaces. �Theorem 6.14 Suppose that A and B are bounded operators on a Hilbert spaceK with A selfadjoint and B the sum of a positive operator and a compact operatorin Cp, 1 � p <1. Assume that A and B are not both zero. SetT = � 0 AB 0� :Then T has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace.Proof. The nontrivial case is when T has zero kernel and dense range. ThenA and B both have dense range and zero kernel. We may assume that AB is not aconstant multiple of the identity. For if AB = c, then ABA = cA and so BA = c;thus T 2 � c = 0, and the result is elementary in this case.By the identities�0 AB 0��0 1B 0� = � 0 1B 0�� 0 1AB 0�



Lecture 6: Invariant subspaces 83and � 0 AAB 0��0 AB 0� = � 0 1AB 0�� 0 AAB 0� ;T is quasisimilar to R = � 0 1AB 0� :We show that R has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace. By Theorem 6.13,AB has a proper closed hyperinvariant subspace N. We show that N�N is hyper-invariant for R. In fact, suppose thatX = �X1 X2X3 X4�commutes with R. ThenX1 = X4; X4AB = ABX1; X3 = ABX2; X2AB = X3:So X1, X2, X3, and X4 all commute with AB and consequently leave N invariant.Thus X leaves N �N invariant, and the result is proved. �The operator matrix which appears in Theorem 6.14 may also be viewed asa compact perturbation of a Kre��n space selfadjoint operator (see (6.7)). Suchoperator matrices are considered by Jonas [1993] in the study of the Klein-Gordonequation.In Theorem 6.13, if A = J is selfadjoint and unitary and B is selfadjoint, thenAB is Kre��n space selfadjoint relative to the Kre��n space structure induced by J .In view of the very general nature of Kre��n space selfadjoint operators (again see(6.7)), this points out an apparent need for some strong hypothesis in order tosay anything meaningful about structural properties of products of Hilbert spaceselfadjoint operators.Addendum: Nonde�nitizable operatorsThere exist selfadjoint operators which are not de�nitizable and, in fact, whichare not in the commutant of any nonzero positive operator. Examples can beconstructed which further have a rich invariant subspace structure. Such exam-ples underscore the di�erence between Hilbert space and Kre��n space selfadjointoperators.Let T be a normal operator on a Hilbert space K. Let H = K � K viewed as aKre��n space with fundamental symmetryJ = �0 11 0� :The operator de�ned on H by A = �T 00 T��is a special case of (6.7) and is therefore selfadjoint. Observe that the spectrumof A is the union of the spectrum of T and the spectrum of T�, which consistsof conjugates of all points in the spectrum of T . Assume that the spectrum of Tdoes not meet the real axis. Then the spectrum of A does not meet the real axiseither. Now suppose that B 2 L(H) is a positive operator and A 2 fBg0. Choose



84 M. A. Dritschel and J. Rovnyaka polar factorization B = DD�, D 2 L(D;H). Let Â = �(A), where � is themapping de�ned in Corollary 6.3. Then D is a Hilbert space since B is positive,and therefore Â 2 L(D) is Hilbert space selfadjoint by Theorem 6.4. By the sameresult, �(Â) � �(A)\R. This means that Â has empty spectrum. It follows thatD = f0g, and this implies that B = 0. In other words, A does not commute withany nonzero positive operator.More generally, the same conclusion follows if �(T )\R is a �nite set and thesepoints are not eigenvalues for T . For in the preceding notation, �(A)\R = �(T )\R,and no point in this set is an eigenvalue for A. Since �(Â) � �(A)\R, the spectrumof Â consists of eigenvalues, and by Theorem 6.4, �p(Â) � �p(A) \R. Thereforethe spectrum of Â is empty, and the conclusion follows as before.
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